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SUMMAR Y
The study contract for preliminary analysis for Lunar Roving Vehicle
(LRV) Ground Data Systems (GDS) and Operations was initiated in Septern-
ber 1969, and was originally intended as a six-month task. During February
1970, Hughes was directed to stretch out the existing program with a Final
Report delivery scheduled for 30 June 1970.
The content of the Final Report (Volumes I, II, andlll) constitutes
only part of the final product by the Hughes Aircraft Company in res ponse to
Contract No. 952668. The total response is listed below and it should be noted
that material printed in Jet Propulsion Laboratory documents was supplied
trader tile terms of the contract in final draft form.
O
o
Preliminary Analysis for Lunar Roving Vehicle Study- Ground
Data Systems and Operations, IIughes Reference No. C0077,
dated 30 Jtme 1970: Volume I, Roving Vehicle Guidance (Remote
Driving Study); Volume II, Roving Vehicle Payload (Science
Mode Time Analyses); Volume III, Roving Vehicle Navigation
(Evaluation Determination Analyses).
LRV Navigation and Guidance System Phase A Study Report,
JPL Document No. 760-42, dated 15 October 1969: Section V,
Mission Operations; Section VI, Navigation and Guidance
Operations; Section VII, Problem Areas; Section X, Plan for
i°hase B Study.
• Science Ground Data System and Science Operations Organiza-
tion for Remotely Controlled Ltmar Traverses -- Phase A Study
Report, JPL Document No. 760-39, dated I0 October 1969:
Section VI, Science Operations; Section VII, Problem Areas,
Section X, Phase B Study Plan.
• Operations Profi]es for Lunar Roving Ik4issions, JPL Document
No. 760-46, dated May 1970.
Originally, it was not planned for I-lughes to participate in Phase A
Report preparalion. The basic responsibility of Hughes in the early part of
this contract had been to assist JPL in defining all mission-dependent Earth
activities and resources (hereinafter referred to as the "Mission Operations
Complex"- MOC) required to support the remote-controlled phase of the
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mission requirements, the total plan which implemented these requirements
was first established.
(/e _l_irl, _UCII a
is not necessary in defining a generalMOC but becomes necessary in esta-
blishing its details (commensurate to the extent of available LRV design detail).
No sole LRV design existed throughout the contract period. Bendix and
Grunqman each had several designs in the early part of the period and JPL
therefore postulated a single design to act as a baseline for the Hughes effort
of R4OC definition. Considerable time was spent coordinating with JPL sources
regarding establishing and periodically up-dating a postulated LRV design
without incompatibilities and with a level of detail useful toward MOC defini-
tion. Continuing assistance to JPL was provided in assessing the effect on the
GDS baseline design of the LRV mission, vehicle, and science payload changes
during the study, and design change recommendations were made as appropriate.
It was originally intended to deliver to JPL detailed definition of the
Ground Data System in the areas of display, operations profile, operations
organization, navigation programs and computer applications, hazard pre-
diction programs, and avoidance maneuver techniques. During January and
February of 1970, it was determined by JPL that the study should concentrate
more in the areas of I) remote driving problems, 2) Navigational analyses for
operations use (concentrating on elevation determinations), and 3) time line
analyses. In particular, it was decided to develop the above definitions to
only the intern_ediate level and not initiate work on a general command and
control computer program, or identify a single operations organization. It has
also been intended to expand the detail of the MOC to a level of detail attain-
able within the remainder of the contract period. However, this effort was
also suspended at JPL's request. Thus, during January and February of
1970, a report entitled "MOC Definition for Synthesized LRV Design" was
submitted. Thisreport consisted of five basic sections plus an appendix;
and included an Introduction, Synthesized LRV Description, Operations
Profile, and MOC Profiles. This material was used by JPL in preparing the
Phase B Report.
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The MOC profile charts in the Phase B Report show the direct correla-
tion of all the particular Earth-based activities and equipment used to imple-
ment each specific operational activity identified by numerical subdivision of
a basic operation "mode" (the first divisional level within the remote controlled
phase of the mission). The estimated Delta time to accomplish each row of
the MOC charts was also calculated. An iteration with specific operational
activities and general mission plans is required to establish total mission
• +%. _ " 4-I_ ....... ftime !ines This was not pursued fur ....r in L_ _U_b ul Guidance and Navi-
gation by Hughes at JPL's request.
Paralleling the above in time was an effort by Hughes to identify (for
operational use) the subtle aspects of perhaps the most demanding of the LRV
mission requirements--Navigation and Guidance. A review was made of all
available documentation produced by Bendix, General Motors, and Grumman
regarding the subject. Preliminary investigation in Navigation by landmark
showed that accuracy versus number of visual landmarks, and accuracy
versus number of navigation updates for a given course, was not a simple
relationship. Subseq,ent investi_ation._ e.qt:_hl_.qhrrt _nnr_r';_t'_lsr 1"_1_h1,_
criteria for operational decisions when navigating by landmark.
Volume I details considerations applicable to aid remote driving by
superimposing d_iving aids on the TV panorama. These aids are used by the
Remote Driver at the Remote Controller Position while the vehicle is in
motion. The vehicle general design baseline is first established.
Volume II contains four detailed time line studies of portions of the
Stationary Science Mode. These studies provide an additional link in the
continuing iterative process of defining the LRV mission operations procedure,
ground equipment, and ad1_inistrative organization.
Vo]ume III is mainly concerned with elevation determination. Some
ear]y unfinished work on Rover Navigation is also presented. Preliminary
error curves of Rover position as affected by landmark orientation with
respect to LRV path are shown; also, a table representing a partial com-
parison of various navigation schenaes is included. The elevation determina-
tion n_ethods considered are l) use of the basic LRV instruments, 2) addition
of a ranging Laser and precision inclino_eter, 3) tracking an orbiter from
the Rover, and 4) miscellaneous techniques including a stable platform, on e
or more star trackers, a sun seeker, gyrocompassing, Foucauld pendulum,
and differential ranging. The intent of the volume is to provide sufficient
information concerning a variety of navigation and elevation determination
methods to permit filtering out of less attractive schemes.
PREFACE
The beginning portion of the "Remote Driving Problem" Study
(Section II), was directed toward establishing a vehicle general design
based on Remote Driving operational requirements imposed on the
complete Mission System (i.e., the vehicle, its communication links
with the remote controller station, and the remote controller station).
The vehicle baseline design itself is summarized in Section III of this
study. Section IV is devoted to a specific aspect of the Remote Controller
Station intended to aid Remote Driving by superimposing Driving aids
(e.g. predicted vehicle path, range lines, crevasse hazard detection linesl
on the TV panorama (of the view in front of the vehicle) used by the
Remote Driver while the vehicle is in motion.
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GUIDANCE
BACKGROUND
X. Phase A Contributions
Preliminary functional requirements for LRV guidance and control
were reviewed by Hughes Aircraft Company. Hughes-recommended ground
data system functional guidance and control requirements and operations
organization were included in the formal issue of Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Document Number 760-42, entitled "LRV Navigation and Guidance System
Phase A Study Report," dated 15 October 1969, Sections V and VI. Functions
of the ground data system were organized into two main categories in that
report, i.e. , navigation and guidance. Functional diagrams were generated
reflecting this organization, and functional descriptions were prepared which
described in detail the various activities identified in the functional diagrams.
This was accomplished for the four candidate systems.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Document Number 760-42 also included
Hughes-recommended Phase B Study Plan (Section X) and Problem Areas
(Section VII) anticipated by Hughes for the Phase B study effort.
II. Phase B Contributions
A summary chart of the Bendix and Grumman candidate vehicles was
prepared in regard to the navigation and guidance concepts. A single
navigation/guidance baseline was then jointly established by Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and Hughes Aircraft Company personnel. This integrated GDS
functional baseline design was used to establish a corresponding navigation/
guidance operations profile and the navigation/guidance GDS concept.
The feasibility of manual, semi-automatic, and automatic LRV course
and obstacle avoidance maneuver techniques was studied using available
navigation, obstacle detection, image, and lunar environment data.
Preliminary and intermediate ground data systems and operations
profile for navigation/guidance were established. The task was approached
by preparing functional flow block diagrams describing the minor sequence in
the two navigation and guidance modes: the navigation and guidance stop
(navigation update) mode and the traverse mode. The MOC profile was further
detailed to include information processing, information display, and corre-
sponding human activity requirements for the navigation/guidance areas.
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and submitted in near final form and published essentially in its entirety as
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Phase B Interim Study Report ("Operations
Profiles for Lunar Roving Missions, " Jet Propulsion Laboratory Document
Number 760-46, dated May 1970) to the National Aeronautics and Space
Agency. Also, during January 1970, the guidance and control task was
directed into a study of remote driving problems (next section).
REMOTE DRIVING PROBLEM
I. Summary
The beginning portion of the Remote Driving Problem Study (Section II)
was directed toward establishing a vehicle general design based on remote
driving operational requirements imposed on the complete mission system,
i. e. , the vehicle, its communication links with the remote controller station,
and the remote controller station. The vehicle baseline design itself is
summarized in Section III of this study. Section IV is devoted to a specific
aspect of the remote controller station intended to aid remote driving by
superimposing driving aids, e.g., predicted vehicle path, range lines,
crevasse hazard detection lines, on the TV panorama (of the view in front of
the vehicle) used by the remote driver while the vehicle is in motion.
II. Vehicle General Design Considerations for Vehicle Remote Guidance
A. Obstacle Detection
I. General
The total system time delay for obstacle detection and vehicle
response is:
T = tD + tR
where tD --display time = period between sensing of the obstacle by
the LRV and display of the obstacle on the earth, either
visually or alphanumerically.
tR --reaction time = period between sensing of the display by
the remote driver and actual change in direction or
velocity of the LRV.
It is assumed that:
tD[= 6 seconds [TV]i% 1.3 seconds [engineering telemetry]
t R = 4 seconds
z. TV
The significant requirements associated with TV utilized as an
obstacle detection, device are:
a) Sufficiently stable moon-earth communications link margin in the
face of vehicle motion so as to accommodate continuously
undistorted video.
b) Upper limit on frame transmission rate so as to minimize
moon-earth communications bandwidth requirements.
c) Lower limit on frame transmission rate to minimize required
reaction time.
d) Adequate resolution.
e) Adequate contrast.
f) Advantageous location of the LRV camera and maximum vehicle
velocity.
g) Short exposure time (to avoid picture smear due to vehicle motion)
and adequate field-of-view.
h) Minimization of scene jitter due to unstabilized platform mounting
of TV camera.
The following discusses these topics further:
a) Stable Link Margin. It is assumed that an RF carrier frequency
in the S-band range (2 to 3 GHz) will be used on an LRV mission. Also, it is
assumed that an antenna of sufficient directionality and pointability will be
onboard the LRV.
b) Upper Limit on Frame Rate. The assumed link carrier frequency
range imposes an upper limit for the TV frame rate on the order of 3 to
6 frames per second maximum, assuming use of an LRV transmitter,
receiver, and antenna of capability similar to that on Surveyor. A higher
frame rate is not usable while moving due to scene jitter, unless the camera
were mounted on a stable platform during vehicle motion. Also, a higher
frame rate may not be necessary for the order of magnitude velocity (3 km/hr
maximum) considered as a safe limit for traversing unknown and rough lurain
via remote driving. (Reference Appendix A, Item 5. )
At 4 km/hr, the vehicle travels i. ii m/sec. Assuming obstacle
detection and avoidance time T = 10 seconds, an obstacle would have to be
detected via TV no closer in range (hereafter referred to as R c = critical
detection range) than 10 x i. ii = ii. i meters ahead of the LRV in order to
stop the vehicle before gRV/obstacle contact is made. This assumes no
additional delay due to low TV frame rate. If the rate were 5 frames per
per second, i.e., a frame time of 0. 2 second, one frame time would
represent 5 per cent of T; for Z0 frames per second rate, one frame time(0. 05 seconds) would represent I/Z per cent of T. The difference in time is
sma!!_ but the price difference to accommodate the higher frame rate from__
communications, power, and thermal viewpoints is huge for an S-band
carrier frequency. Therefore, 5 frames per second shall be used as an
adequate upper limit on TV frame rate for obstacle detection considering
the se limitations:
c) Lower Limit on Frame Rate. A low frame rate (< l frame per
second) has the advantage in minimizing scene jitter over rough lurain
without the need for a stable platform camera mount. The disadvantages, of
course, are the scene discontinuity and the increase in obstacle detection
time (tD).
d) Adequate Resolution. The minimum mobility requirements for the
LRV as stated in the Phase A Study Report (Appendix A, Reference l) include
capability to negotiate a step obstacle < i meter and a crevasse obstacle< 70 cm
for one wheel. Camera resolution adequate to recognize these obstacles ade-
quately is significantly coarser than landmark navigation requirements where
accuracy in landmark bearing and elevation n_easure_nents is paramount. It
will be assumed that the camera resolution is 0. 1 degree or better for the pur-
pose of landmark navigation.
e) Adequate Contrast. The greater the intensity of a signal, the
faster will be the human reaction time, up to some limiting value as shown
in Figure I (Appendix A, Reference 3). This is interpreted to apply to rela-
tive intensity, i.e., contrast, as well as absolute intensity. Therefore, for
the purpose of minimizing reaction time, it is apparent that a degree of picture
contrast just to the right of the knee of the curve in Figure i is adequate.
f) Advantageous Location of the LRV Camera and Maximum LRV
Velocity. Maximum LRV velocity may be established by the criteria of
being able to recognize an obstacle of hazardous size at a distance sufficient
to permit enough time to stop the vehicle in a remote driving mode, i.e.,
with the assumed 10 second system delay in the loop.
Assume a crevasse of hazardous size for one wheel_ i.e. , there
may be insufficient torque to drive the vehicle wheel out of the crevasse, is
->0. 7 meter. This may represent a crater > 0. 7 meter in diameter or it may
be a >_0. 7 meter wide rill.
Assume also that a crevasse must subtend a minimum of 1 degree
vertical field-of-view to be properly recognized as being hazardous in size.
Figure 2 shows the above geometry. From Figure Z:
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tan a - DC_H_" (1)
tan (a + l degree) - Dcw + Ds + 0.7
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tan a + tan (1 degree)
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Figure 1. Limiting Characteristic of Human Reaction
Time Versus Light Intensity of Perceived Signal
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Substituting (i) into (2) and solving for CH:
_ _ 0.7 + v/0.49 - 4 [tan 1 degree] 2[Dcw + D_ + 0.7] [Dew + Ds]
_I-I 2 tan 1 degree
I_
Table l shows a calculated value of maximum velocity corresponding to an
assumed cameraheight, the stopping distance (Ds) corresponding to
l0 seconds of travel at the calculated velocity, and assumed values for the
distance between camera surface subpoint and front wheels center surface
subpoint (Dcw). It is assumed that actual vehicle reaction time to come to a
halt is negligible compared to the 10 second system delay. It is apparent
that the higher and more forward the camera is mounted, the higher is the
maximum permissible velocity. Mechanical limitations of vibration of the
camera on a long mast (akin to an inverted pendulous bob) due to rough
terrain, and the likelihood of a maximum vehicle width in the neighborhood
of 2 meters, prompts a selection of 2 meters as a practical value of camera
height. This automatically bounds the maximum vehicle velocity to approxi-
mately 2. 5 km/hr, as seen in the table.
One point that the above treatment has neglected, but which warrants
attention, is that of ambiguity of crevasse detection due to shadowing. TV
detection of a prominence, especially of l meter step size, is a negligible
problem in comparison to TV detection of a crevasse 70 cm across. Shadows
due to small prominences or irregular lurain may be misinterpreted as being
due to a crevasse or vice versa. On the other hand, lack of any significant
shadowing would increase the chance of misinterpretation. Visual detection
of crevasses will be inconclusive unless numerous stops are made so that
sufficient time is allowed to examine in detail each potential crevasse before
critical encounter.
g) Short Exposure Time and Adequate Field-of-View. Both of these
TV parameters may be bounded by a criteria for picture smear. Picture
smear in one scene element is defined as the apparent percent shift, either
vertically or horizontally, of that scene element during the exposure period.
Assume that a scene element is 0. 1 degree x 0. 1 degree.
There is an inherent picture smear generated (.as the vehicle moves)
which is independent of surface roughness. That is to say, even if the vehicle
were traveling on a perfectly flat surface and there was no mechanical
vibration of the camera viewing axes during motion, a picture smear will still
be generated due to the apparent shift of a scene element on the flat surface
during the exposure time.
In Figure 3, FRONT, TOP, and SIDE views of one "slice" of the
camera FOV and its intersection with a flat lunar surface are shown for two
positions of the camera separated by a surface distance traveled = x meters.
At to, the start of the camera exposure period, one picture element is
viewing point Po. At the end of the exposure period, that same scene
element is viewing point P1, which is a flat surface distance x meters ahead
of point Po in the direction of travel.
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TA BLE 1
CAMHT
VELOCITY
[KM/HR ]
.83729
.65729
.47729
1.30091
l .12091
.940907
1,65384
1.47384
I ©29384
1. 94869
1.76869
1.58869
2.q0598
2,02598
1,84598
2,43632
2.25632
2.07652
2.646
2.466
2.286
2.83918
2.65918
2,47918
3.01873
2._3873
2.65873
3.18G74
3.006 74
2.82_74
3.34482
3,15482
2.98482
3. 4942
5.3142
3. 1342
12:45 WED. 05/27/70
DsIN I0 SEC
[METERS ]
2.52581
1.82581
1,32581
5.61565
5.11363
2.61363
4.59401
4.09401
5.59401
5.41302
4.91302
4.41302
6.12773
5.62773
5.12773
6.76754
6.26754
5. 76754
7.35001
6.85001
6.35001
7.88662
7.38662
6.88662
8.38535
7.88535
7.38535
8,85206
8,35206
7.85206
9.29116
8.79116
8,29116
9.70611
9.?0611
8.706l I
DCW
[METERS]
.5
I
1.5
.5
I
1.5
.5
I
1.5
.5
1
1.5
,5
1
1.5
.5
I
1.5
.5
I
1.5
.5
I
1.5
.5
I
1.5
.5
1
1.5
,5
I
1.5
.5
I
1.5
CAM HEIGHT
[METERS ]
.25
,25
*25
.5
.5
.5
.75
.75
.75
I
I
I
1.25
1.25
!.25
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.75
1.75
1.75
2
2
2
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.75
2.75
2.75
3
3
3
12
TABLE 1, (Continued)
CA r4.HT 12 = 48 WED. 05/27/70
tO
20
60
70
75
74
76
P :3. t 4159265/i80
S:TAN(I,P)
PRINT"VEL¢]CITY","D IN 10 SEC","DCW","CAM HEIGHT"
PRINT" (KI','HR)" ," (METERS)" ," (METERS)" ," (METERS)"
F_R J:l T_ 12
C :J/4
FOR K=I T¢_ 3
80FI--SQRC (0.49)--'(4,( (((-0.7)/S)*C)+(Ct2))))
85 91 :(-O.7+(FI))/2
90 [2_=(DI)-CK/2)
|00 V:CCD2)*3.6E3)/I FA "
llO PRINT V,D2,K/2,C
120 NEXT K
130 _XT J
200 END
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The picture element in discussion has angular coordinates (¥, _),
i.e., it is of the element seen by the camera ¥ degrees down and _ degrees to
the right from a horizontal line of sight.
S V = Change in vertical viewing angle to point Po during the
exposure period.
S L = Change in lateral viewing angle to point Po during the
exposure period.
D O= Height of camera focal point above the surface.
Relations from Figure 3:
_/CH 2 + CL2 = C T (4)
_/CT Z + DO 2 = C O = Distance from camera to lunar surface (5)
(6)
DO
tan¥ =_H
(7)
CL
tan (_ + SL) = CH _ x (8)
DO
tan (y + S V) = CH _ x (9)
x
--= T = exposure time, where v = velocity
v
Solving for x in (8) and substituting (6) and (7) into results:
(Io)
D O tan
Substituting (l l) into (10) and solving for tan SL:
(ii)
tan S L -
vT tan y tan
D O (tan2 _ + 1) - vT tany
(lZ)
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Solving for x in (9) and substituting (7) into results:
x-- 1 1 i
| tan y tan (y + SV)!
Substituting (13) into (I0) and solving for tan SV:
vT tan 2 y
tan SV = DO [tan 2¥ + l] - vT tany
Appendix B is a computer run using Equations (12) and (14) for the following
assumed parameters:
Vehicle velocity = l km/hr
Camera focal point height = 2 meters
Exposure time = i0 ms
Picture element size --0. l0 degree of arc
The percent shifts were obtained simply by:
(13)
(14)
per cent vertical shift - SV x 100 per cent
O. 1 degree
(i5)
per cent lateral shift - SL x i00 per cent
0. 1 degree
(16)
If a criteria of 20 per cent maximum shift, either vertically or laterally, is
used, then the run indicates that the lower bound on the vertical FOV is
31 degrees down from a horizontal line-of-sight. Correspondingly, the maxi-
mum HFOV is confined to 60 degrees total.
Tile assumed vehicle velocity of 1 km/hr is representative as an
average; I/Z km/hr is more likely over rough lurain, and Z km/hr is more
likely over very smooth hrain. The upper bound on the VFOV may be
established as follows:
It would be required to keep the horizon and distant landmarks in
view for driver orientation in traversal. The distance to the horizon on the
moon from a Z meter high viewing point is (refer to Figure 4):
where
D = v_R + h) 2 - R 2 = v/2Rh + h 2 % 2.64 km
R = radius of the moon = 1. 738 x 106 meters
h = height above lunar surface = 2 meters
16
hFigure 4. Geometric Relations Used to Determine Distance (D) to
Lunar Horizon (Flat Surface) From ?--meter High Camera Eye
View; and Height (L) at That Distance Which is Subtended by a 5 °
Vertical Field-of- View
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Allowing 5 degrees FOV above the horizon line-of-sight, landmarks on the
horizon of L relative altitude or less would be in full view, where
E = D tan 5 degrees - 465 meters
To this 5 degrees FOV, 5 degrees will be added to allow for vertical scene
jitter due to travel over very rough lurain, giving an upper bound for the
vertical FOV as l0 degrees above the horizon line-of-sight. The total maxi-
mum VFOV has become 41 degrees, 10 degrees above the horizon line-of-
sight and 31 degrees below.
A large FOV such as has been established here (_ 40 degrees
vertical x 60 degrees horizontal) has the disadvantage of decreased resolution
and increased chance of picture smear at velocities higher than the assumed
i km/hr. Its advantages are minimal apparent picture jitter over rough
lurain, opportunity to observe landmarks while moving, wider visibility for
purposes of obstacle detection and avoidance, and decreased time required
to obtain a panorama for navigation or science purposes when the vehicle is
stopped.
Using a camera height of 2 meters above a flat surface and a
Dcw -- 0. 5 meter (reference previous section), the D s was found to be
7. 89 meters (between front wheel surface contact and near edge of a hazard-
ous crevasse). A 60 degree HFOV permits visibility to the left or right of a
hazardous crevasse at this distance:
tan 30 degrees =
X
_/(z)z+ (s.39)2
x = 4. 98 meters to the left or right of the hazardous crevasse.
This width is a comfortable margin for a vehicle _<2 meters in width.
Traveling typically at I/2 km/hr in hazardous terrain, the driver
will have enough time to recognize a hazardous crevasse, assess both sides
of the crevasse, and command the vehicle to follow the better evasive path.
Thus, the outstanding guidance advantage of having a wide HFOV such as
60 degrees. The 40 ° x 60 ° FOV will be retained as the baseline design
camera FOV for later development.
h) Minimization of Scene Jitter due. to Unstabilized Platform Mounting
of TV Camera. Assume:
(i)
(Z)
40 degrees vertical field-of-view.
Limits of pitch and roll motion of the camera axis system at
low vibration frequencies (< 4 cps) are ±i0 degrees the vast
majority of the time.
(3) Picture element = 0. 1 degree x 0. 1 degree.
18
Assumption (2) is made with the understanding that the vehicle bed has at
least a torsion bar type suspension and perhaps a coulomb-type damping on
the wheel frame. Therefore, + I0 degrees angular motion after damping
and vibration isolation represents considerably greater angu--T_ motion of
the wheel moment arms about the vehicle c.g., i.e., a very rough lunar
surface.
There are several factors that lend support to the idea that the
pitch and roll motion of the camera axis system will be low frequency in
nature and small in magnitude.
(1) The major portion of the lunar surface in the vicinities of all
Surveyor and Apollo landing sites to date respond to the
pressure of a mass as if it were like loose topsoil to a depth
of approximately 4 to 6 inches. This is evident in the
Surveyor footpad "footprints" and especially in the footprints
of the astronauts. This "loose topsoil" response is significant
in cushioning any uneven motion of the LRV, therefore
reducing the magnitude of vehicle bed vibrations.
(2) Assuming the LRV wheels are large (_ ! meter diameter)
and resiliant in design, the wheels will be able to "straddle"
the gap between small rocks, or a small rock and the surface,
or the edges of a small crater, such that vibrations due to
wheeling over these small perturbances will be significantly
lower in frequency and smaller in magnitude than that obtained
with normal sized or small wheels. The wheel resilience
and relatively smaller mass compared to the vehicle body
mass will permit the wheels to absorb the bulk of the high
frequency perturbations.
For the assumed FOV, + 10 degrees pitch motion represents a
vertical shift of a flat horizon line of approximately + 25 per cent of the total
height of the scene. Roll motion of + 10 degrees is relatively less disturbing,
representing a rotation of + 10 degrees about the center point of the scene.
It is evident that these unwanted changes can be nullified on the
earth by processing pitch error and roll error telemetry to generate artificial
scene shift or rotation equal in magnitude of the telemetry and opposite in
phase. However, this method has two significant disadvantages:
(1) The pitch and roll errors for the camera axes coordinate
system will be different in magnitude and phase than the pitch
and roll errors for the vehicle body axes coordinate system.
This is due to the long moment arm represented by the camera
mast, which will cause a pendulous action (with the camera
representing the mass at the end of an inverted pendulum) due
to pitch and roll motion of the relatively heavier vehicle bed.
The difference in magnitude and phase between the two sets of
errors will, in general, be as unpredictable as thejlurain
causing the errors. The vehicle body axes pitch and
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roll errors will be telemetered for navigational use. To
telemeter the camera axes, pitch and roll errors would
require pitch and roll error sensing devices mounted rigidly
and data processing requirements for the vehicle.
(2) The second disadvantage is that, even with appropriately
accurate telemetry with which to "countershift" or "counter-
rotate" the scene on the earth, a loss of information would
Occur.
If a picture were taken when the camera axes system pitched
+ i0 degrees, the artificially shifted scene on the earth would properly show
the horizon line in the same location as if the + 10 degrees pitch had not
occurred at all, but the bottom i0 degrees FOV would appear blank or black
to account for the shift, and the bottom 10 degrees FOV may be the most
important section of the TV scene much of the time for the purpose of
obstacle detection.
The first disadvantage discussed may be minimized by appropriate
vehicle design so that, with a sufficiently rigid camera mast, the phase and
magnitude differences between the two sets of errors may approach constant
values. In that event, the vehicle body axes system pitch and roll errors
(appropriately biased) would be sufficiently accurate to use for scene jitter
correction.
The second disadvantage is not as easily dismissed. However,
there is a way by which it can be minimized -- by time synchronization of the
start of TV exposure time with the quiescent level crossing of the pitch
error magnitude, where the quiescent level represents the time average
pitch error. This appears like a simple solution to the problem. However,
another problem comes into being; the zero crossing is invariably a point in
the pitch error curve when the slope of the curve is large, and picture smear
becomes very appreciable.
Without detailed assumptions and calculations, it will be assumed
that the damped natural frequency of the LRV is _ 4 cps. Also, it is
assumed that the wheels are large(_ l meter diameter), the camera exposure
time is l0 ms, and the picture element size = 0. i degree x 0. i degree.
Assume worst case conditions of transient vibrations (pitch) occurring
between ± 10 degrees and at a 4 cps rate. The worst time for picture
exposure occurs when the slope of the vibration curve is maximum, i.e. , at
times of zero crossing of the vibration curve, which occurs at t = n/8 sec3nds,
where n = 0, l, 2, 3, ....
The change in pitch angle over a 10 ms period centered at
t = 1/8 second is:
AW ° : i0 ° sin [2Tr 4 (i/8 - 0. 005)] i0 ° sin [2Tr 4 (i/8 + 0. 005)]
= I0 ° sin [Tr (0. 96)] - 10 ° sin [Tr (I. 04)]
= 2.507 degrees.
2O
By contrast, the best time for picture exposure occurs when the slope of
the vibration curve is minimum, i.e., at peaks of the vibration curve, which
occur at t = (n/8 - 1/16) seconds.
The changes in pitch angle over a I0 ms period centered at
t = (i/8 - 1/16) second is:
A_ = 10°{sin [_ (0.46)]}
= 0.0788 degree.
Table 2 is a tabulation of vibration frequency (between + l0 degree
limits), the minimum and maximum pitch angle changes for any l0 ms period,
and the corresponding percentage shift (picture smear) of a picture element.
It is seen that even for a vibration frequency as low as 0. l cps, there will be
significant picture smear (62 per cent of a picture element size) in worst
case. The best case (per cent shift-minimum) shows that at vibration
frequencies as high as I to 2 cps the picture smear is tolerable (4. 9 to
19. 7 per cent). It is apparent that if the camera exposure period could be
timed to be centered about a peak of a cycle of the vibration curve, the
picture smear due to vibration would be minimized over that cycle.
This requirement is a counterposition from that requiring minimum
scene jitter, as discussed earlier. However, minimization of picture smear
due to vibration is apparently an overriding requirement compared to minimi-
zation of picture jitter due to vibration, as indicated by the extent of picture
smear listed in the "per cent shift-maximum" column of Table 2.
Onboard circuitry as shown in Figure 5 would be a simple means
of time synchronizing the start of the TV exposure period for minimum smear
due to pitch error, yet also bound the picture jitter (to + jo in the comparison
circuit). The astable multivibrator or an equivalent oscillator is presumed
already onboard for the purpose of enabling the continuous TV mode while
traveling. Therefore, the only additional circuitry is what precedes the
astable multivibrator.
Figure 6 indicates that portion of interest of a sinusoid (or sum of
damped sinusoids) when it is desired to start the TV exposure period so as to
encounter minimum camera pitch angle change (E °) during the exposure. In
general, ts and tE will not be symmetrical about tNULL as the overall
vibration characteristic (damped free vibration response to a surface pertur-
bation by a complex degree-of-freedom system such as a four wheeled vehicle)
will be the algebraic sum of a collection of damped sinusoid terms. If,
however, it can be assured that (tNULL - is) >_ TEX/2 , then it can be certain
that (tE - ts) _>TEX , as (tE - tNULL ) will in general be greater than
(tNULL - ts) for a damped sinusoid.
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TA BLE Z
SINE
CPS
.|
.5
!
2
3
4
5
I0
15
2O
15"29 FRI.
MIN DEe
4.93228
I .23368
4.93 443
I.973_8
4.43804
.078853
.123117
.489435
I .08993
I. 90983
03/27/70
_)SHI FT-MI N MAX DEe
E-5 4.93228 E-2 6.28317
E-3 1 .'23368 .31414_
E-3 4.93443 .628215
E-2 19.7328 I .25581
E-2 44.3804 I .88217
78.853 2.50666
123.11 7 3. 12869
489.435 6.18034
1089.93 9.07981
1909.83 II.7557
E-2
k SHIFT-MAX
62.8317
314.146
628.215
1255.81
1882.17
2506.66
3128.69
6180.34
9079,81
11755.7
TIME: I SECS.
EDIT RESEOUENOE
READY.
LISTNH
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
22O
230
24O
250
260
270
LET P:O.I
LET A=3.14159265
LET H=O.O05
PRINT "CPS","MIN DEG","X SHIFT-NIN","MAX DEG","\
DEF FNA (W):I O*(SIN((2*A*W)* ((I/(2_W))-H) ) )
DEF FNB(X):IO*(ABSCSIN(f2_A_X),((I/(2,X))+H))))
DEF FNC (Y) : 10" (SIN ((2_A*y)_ (( I/(4_y) )-H) ))
DIM A(IO)
F_R I=O T_ 9
READ A(I)
LET C(I )=FNA (A(I) )+FNB(A(I ))
LET B(1):IO-(FNC(A(!)))
LET D(1):IO0:_((Bfl))/P)
LET E(1):lO0_((C(I))/P)
PRINT A (I) ,B(1) ,D(1),C(I),E(I)
NEXT I
DATA 0.I ,0.5, I,2,3, _,5, I0, 15,20
END
SHI FT-MAX"
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To recognize the point ts, it is necessary to establish:
(i) The magnitude of the error is _<(J° - E°). This confines the
picture jitter to ............. of ± ,To_ ___ • _ ..... I_o_A by
the comparison circuit of Figure 5.
(2) The magnitude of the error rate is <- E°/(TEx/2) for an
exposure period straddling the portion of the vibration
response shown in Figure 6, and is <-E°/(TEx) for a
nonstraddled portion.
Since a null point, i.e., zero error rate, in a damped sinusoid
has lower values of error and error acceleration (and lower
error rates at nearby points) than null points occurring
previously in time, it is probable that the criteria for the
earliest starting time for the exposure period would be met
close in time to a null point but far enough away in time such
that the exposure period would not straddle a null point. In
such a probable event, the magnitude of the error rate at ts
must be set _< (E°/TEx). (In truth, the upper bound on this
rate can be set lower, but this is a design refinement that can
be pursued at a later time.) This test is made by the differ-
entiating circuit and subsequent rate gate of Figure 5.
(3) The magnitude of the error rate is decreasing, preferably at
a deceleration which will ensure that the ensuing "time
window, " during which only E ° change will occur, will be at
least TEX seconds long. The certain upper bound on this
acceleration is E°_T_._X,Z/)/(TExt for an exposure period
which straddles a null point and may be E°/(TEx)/(TEx/2) for
an exposure period which does not straddle a null point.
(Conditions (1) and (2) could be met with faster acceleration,
resulting in a "time window" < TEX seconds long.) Here, as
in Condition (27, the upper bound can be set lower, but this is
a design refinement that can be pursued later. This test is
made by the second differentiating circuit and subsequent
acceleration gate of Figure 5.
When all three conditions are met (AND gate of Figure 5), the
astable multivibrator is triggered and, subsequently, the camera.
When all three conditions are not met, the astability of the multi-
vibrator assures at least one frame every period of the multivibrator. Once
the multivibrator is triggered, it cannot be retriggered until at least one-half
of its cycle later. This assures a tolerable maximum frame rate. The
frequency of the multivibrator could be made selectable at discrete levels to
change the frame rate limits according to vehicle velocity.
Figure 7 illustrates the in phase relationship of roll error and
pitch error due to the right front wheel rolling over a rock of height R. The
only apparent way that only a roll error would occur while traveling over a
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Figure 6. Segment of Sinusoidal Characteristic of Pitch
Variation Due to Camera Vibration
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rough surface would be if the right side wheels as a pair, or the left side
wheels as a pair, began simultaneously rolling over prominences of the same
height or crevasses of the same depth. Similarly, the only apparent way that
_1-z-u_ wu_._ occur w,.,..,.,; ,-. _v,....,..,.,.,._ ore _ _ _,,
if the front wheels as a pair, or the rear wheels as a pair, began simul-
taneously rolling over prominences of the same height or crevasses o--_the
same depth. Due to the random distribution of prominence sizes or crevasse
sizes, the probability of generating a pitch error only or a roll error only is
apparently low.
Because of the prominently in phase relationship of pitch and roll
errors, it is reasonable to assume that their rates will be minimum simul-
taneously. Therefore, only one of the two errors has to be monitored to
determine when minimum error rate occurs for both pitch and roll, as does
the circuitry of Figure 5.
A point about an effect that should not be overlooked -- translational
motion of the vehicle c. g. :
Pure translational motion of the vehicle c.g. does not evidence
itself in axes-rotation sensing devices which produce the pitch and roll error
TM. Horizontal translational motion (in the direction of travel) has a
significant effect on picture smear, as discussed earlier in this report. So,
too, the vertical translational motion in Figure 7 (represented by Zc) will
contribute to the angular change, causing picture smear to the same degree
that the horizontal translational motion did. A pure translational motion
without any simultaneous axes rotation is at least as improbable (if not more
so) as occurrence of roll error without pitch error or, pitch error without
roll error, due again to the randomness of prominence sizes and crater
sizes.
Therefore, again, by monitoring only pitch error or roll error,
it is reasonable to assume that minimum translational motion (Zc) occurs
at minimum pitch error. Therefore, the bounds ± jo in Figure 5 will also
bound the absolute magnitude of Z c contributing to picture smear.
3. Obstacle Detection Subsystem
The significant factors associated with an obstacle detection subsystem
are: (a) reliability of detection and tradeoff between active and passive means
of detection and (b) advantageous location on LRV.
a) Reliability of Detection and Active versus Passive Methods. T'Jue
to the ambiguities existing in attempting crevasse detection by TV alone, as
previously discussed, a more reliable method is required. Crevasse
detection would be least ambiguous, short of a tactile method, by use of a
ranging method. Relying on a passive ranging method, be it ultraviolet,
infrared, or any other band of the spectrum (however feasible or infeasible
due to intensity level), would be basically no less ambiguous than a visual
method, as the shadowing effects and indirect reflections would still exist
but merely shifted in spectrum. An active ranging system would require a
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very high frequency of operation to determine accurately the short distance
ranging in question. Use of a tactile method such as a contact switch at the
end of a lightweight boom supported at its end on a wheel system which tracks
,,-I...... _^^^ ._- ..... 1"_1_1^ _1,.^ 4.^ "4-_ _ .... 4-'^_1-.1_ _1,_1-.'1"_I- ..... 1_-_1^ _'1-4-^_I-._
vehicle design maximum range traversal over rough lurain (Appendix A, Ref.
b) Advantageous Location on LRV. A ranging system is best located
high on the LRV for the same geometric considerations as discussed in the
TV section (II.A. 2. f). An obviously desirable location would be at the same
height as the TV, supported on the same mast, and directed sharply downward
to the surface.
4. .NAV/GUID Instrument Data.
Abrupt changes in vehicle attitude with respect to local vertical, in
wheel motor current(s) and odometer(s), or exceeding thresholds for these
parameters can be interpreted, via telemetry, as an impending obstacle
encounter, e.g., steep crater slope, or that an obstacle has been contacted.
This is a tactile method, however, and warrants automatic onboard action to
avoid the system time delay. No special instrumentation is needed for
guidance beyond that required to fulfill navigation and vehicle housekeeping
needs.
B. Obstacle Avoidance
The significant requirements here are: (I) expeditious stopping of
the vehicle and (2) freedom of movement for circumvention of an obstacle.
I) Expedition Stopping. The obstacle detection subsystem and the
NAV/GUID instrumentation previously discussed can be coupled easily to an
onboard gating system which would generate an automatic stop when their
appropriate hazard thresholds are exceeded. The information causing the
automatic stop can be telemetered to earth for the purpose of ground backup.
2) Freedom of Movement. Apparent requirements beyond those
required for nominal driving and velocity control are the capability to drive
the vehicle in reverse, to turn a tight circle, and to have the option of high
torquing at one or more wheels. The last item implies individual wheel
drive. Additionally, variable velocity at low speeds would be desirable, but
several discrete velocity levels should be sufficient.
C. Motion Control
1. General
Probability of a command link loss increases at high latitudes and
longitudes, and especially in rough lurain. This bounds the lunar area
available for remote controlled exploration.
Assume a velocity control loop closed on the earth, i.e., dependent
upon a steady stream of velocity commands. In the event of a sudden loss of
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command link from the earth, the vehicle would come to a halt after its
momentum has dissipated. This does not represent a significant advantage
for the closed loop on the earth technique, since, for example, a simple
received AGC above a certain threshold could do the same thing. However,
it does point out the problem that the nonzero momentum present at the
time of command link loss could carry the vehicle further into a region where
commanding is not possible, and the mission would abort.
This problem must be circumvented by some onboard sensing system
which, after an appropriate time delay (to insure that the command link loss
was more than a momentary disruption), would reverse the previous direction
of motion of the vehicle so as to retrace a path known reliable for commanding.
It is a significant possibility that command link loss could occur as the vehicle
is in the process of being driven down a steep crater wall toward the crater
bottom. This would result in a greater distance traversed by the vehicle due
to the nonzero momentum present at the time of command link loss. Further,
simply reversing the direction of previous motion to retreat from the region
may not be successful because:
a) Possible loose soil would prevent the vehicle from being driven
backwards up the steep wall from a dead start on the wall.
b) The vehicle may have been in a turning mode or following a path
other than a gradient line.
Straightforward reversal of previous motion direction without an onboard
steering control (steering memory system) and in the presence of loose soil
may not then result in a sufficiently accurate retrace of its track.
One approach for a solution to the above predicament may be to have
the onboard capability so as to continue on the planned path to the crater
bottom and up the opposite wall to the top of its rim. This requires onboard
steering control and velocity control. This approach for a solution has the
disadvantage, however, that any insurmountable obstacle encountered along
this blind path may cause the vehicle to stop and abort the mission anyway.
Satisfactory examination, if possible, for insurmountable obstacles would be
required from the starting rim of the entire course across a crater from
rim to rim, if this approach is adopted. This approach may be very
attractive if the depression to be traversed is a rill, running many kilometers
in length, instead of a crater or if the depression is bordered by insurmounta-
ble or very rough lurain and offers a less hazardous route.
2. Steering Control
Without specifying the nature of the heading reference, be it a
directional gyro, sun compass, or some other device, it shall be assumed
that it exists primarily for the purpose of navigation, is adequately accurate
for that purpose, is capable of being updated if necessary, and that is provides
a reliable error signal for heading changes from a preset heading reference.
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The basic problem is how to maintain desired headings accurately and
ON COURSE while the vehicle is in motion. The options are a closed loop
onboard or closed loop on the ground, as shown in simplified diagrams in
Figui_es 8 ^-_ 9¢11_LI •
It is assumed that there is no steering control parameter storage
capability onboard for the system of Figure 9 and that a continuous stream
of commands from the earth is necessary to keep the LRV pointed in the
desired heading. (This_ incidentally, has the apparent disadvantage of an
added burden on the command link.) Perturbations caused by rough lurain
and heading commands from the earth will produce in either system the same
eventual result: a vehicle heading essentially identical to the commanded
heading.
The fundamental advantage of the system in Figure 9 is shift of
equipment complexity from the LRV to the ground. The difference in the
timing from the system in Figure 8, however, will cause complications in
staying on course. This is illustrated by an example in Figures 10 7 ii, and
12 of the responses by both systems to the same perturbations in heading
caused by rough lurain.
Figures 10, ll, and 12 illustrate true heading, including changes in
heading caused by perturbations such as steep prominences, small craters,
or generally uneven lurain. Figure 12 demonstrates the advantage of
onboard closed loop over closed loop on the earth. If the three perturbations
cited in the example were multiplied, as they should be to account for real
lurain, then keeping the vehicle on course will be a serious problem with the
closed loop on the earth technique.
Granted, the error could be decreased by including velocity and time
in the earth based correction system and "over correcting" to compensate
for the time delay to a considerable degree, but the resultant system would
still be significantly inaccurate compared to the onboard correction system.
The point here is that the system of Figure 9 not only results in
greater errors for navigation via dead reckoning compared to that achievable
with the system of Figure 8, but it becomes a "local, " i. e. , a guidance
problem in the attempt to traverse an area (filled with hazards, for example)
which requires accurate local maneuvering.
3. Velocity Control
a) Control Loop. The options here, as for steering control, include
closed loop onboard versus closed loop on the earth. The two systems would
be diagrammed similarly to Figures 8 and 9 regarding the locations of the
one-way transmission time delays.
The differences in accuracy between the two systems would not
be as dramatically large as the example illustrated by Figures 10, l l, and
12 but could be significant in an area of rough lurain where numerous heading
changes and velocity changes are required in various combinations and where
3O
perturbations would add to the errors in dead reckoning. Closed loop on the
earth would add another dimension to the remote driving control problem
caused by the system time delay. Delayed velocity control could add signifi-
ca_t!y +_,_ +_,_ l_'_1_1_'_'_,_- _,¢ _...g=+_-_,_ _f_l_....__ 4f.. _h_.. _,rh_l...._. _,r_-_.._ _f_ll__........ _
individually in velocity. Such a system could quickly generate unwanted
heading changes over rough lurain, in addition to the considerations of II. C. 2,
as well as unwanted torsional strain on the LRV itself. Closed loop on the
earth for velocity control increases the command traffic density.
b) Velocity and Torquing Levels. The factors to be considered here
are velocity range and resolution of velocity levels within the range. There
is no apparent advantage of driving at speeds much higher than 3 km/hr over
unknown, predominately rough lurain in the face of the system time delay.
The errors in steering control and obstacle detection would increase for
higher velocities over what was indicated in examples previously discussed.
Even apparently smooth lurain in a field-of-view could well be pockmarked
with insurmountable crevasses, requiring 3 km/hr as a reasonable upper
limit (refer to II. A. 2. f). It would be of extreme value to have a high torquing
capability (and commensurately slow speed) to escape from having partly
fallen into a crevasse or to negotiate a steep slope.
The resolution of velocity levels could be discrete, i.e., 2 or 3
fixed velocity levels, wherein it likely would be elected to use the lower
levels of velocity for relatively roughlurain or to use a high torquing
capability advantageously. It would be important to have a vernier control
on each discrete level in the velocity control loop so as to be effective in
maintaining a reasonable constant velocity level. This would simplify dead
reckoning calculations and would be a necessity if odometric means of
velocity measurement is not used.
4. Distance
The options here are planned start and stop capability on the earth
only versus onboard and on the earth. An onboard planned start and stop
capability requires a clock and gating system. There appears to be no
guidance need for this capability nor any significant guidance advantage over
a capability based on the earth only.
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III. Summary of Vehicle Baseline Design Applicable to Vehicle Remote
Guidance
Based on the discussions of Section II, the following baseline design
will be used for ensuing development of the Vehicle Remote Guidance portion
of the MOC :
A. Obstacle Detection
1. TV
a, 1 frame/sec to 4 frames/sec, depending on available
information carrying capacity of the moon-earth
information link. On-board circuitry as in II A.2.h
to minimize scene jitter and smear due to camera
vibration.
b. 0.1 ° ox 0.1 resolution
c. 0.01 second exposure time
d. Mounted on vertical mast on the forward part of the
LRV and 2 meters above the lunar surface.
• o o
e. Approximately 40 x 60 FOV, with centerline of FOV
• O
directed 10 down from horizontal line of sight.
2. Obstacle Detection Subsystem (ODS)
Active, high frequency ranging device located near TV
camera and directed sharply downward with primary purpose of crevasse
detection.
3. NAV/GUID Instrument Package (NGIP), including some or
all of accelerometers, inclinometers, motor current ammeters, directional
gyro, and odometers.
B. Obstacle Avoidance
1. Automatic stop generated on-board when ODS or NGIP indi-
cates transgression of a hazard threshold (including loss of command link).
2. Ground back-up computation of GO/NO-GO signals.
3. Remote-controlled steering control and velocity control to
maneuver around obstacles.
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CI Motion Control
1. Steering Control
a. Automatic steering control maintains heading via on-
board closed loop.
b. Manual steering control overrides via ground control..
Automatic reversion to heading.
2. Velocity Control
a. Automatic on-board closed-loop velocity control main-
tains one choice of discrete levels of velocity.
b. Manual velocity overrides (selection of different choice
of discrete velocity level) via ground control.
3. Distance
Planned start and stop signals come from ground.
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IV. TV DISPLAY AIDS FOR REMOTE DRIVING
A. Introduction
A description of Visual Aids (lines marking locations on a TV scene of
predicted vehicle path, constant range lines from the predicted vehicle loca-
tion, etc. ) intended to be superimposed on a TV scene of the panorama in the
direction of vehicle travel is presented herein. These visual aids would be
accurately located on the TV scene as based on vehicle heading telemetry or
commands, vehicle velocity telemetry or commands, and other pertinent
telemetry or commands. While the single scene appears before the remote
driver, these visual aids are capable of being updated in location each time a
new sample of pertinent telemetry is received (or less often, if the TM rate
is so high as to cause the visual aids to "jump" in the scene at a disturbingly
high rate). At the appearance of the next TV frame (on the order of 1 second
later), the visual aids would be automatically repositioned with respect to that
new frame, and the process of "inter-picture" updating would begin anew. All
the visual aids described ahead are designed to be optionally selected in nearly
any combination.
A description and listing of the computer program used to transform
these visual aids from the surface coordinate system to the TV image plane
is included as well as a description of sample cases used to test the validity
of the computer program, wherein travel through a simulated crater field is
used as a backdrop and scenario.
Specific application of the above aids in generating a transparent overlay
for use in driving the JPL vehicle is described and a survey of equipment com-
mercially available which would interface with the computer program output is
included.
It is assumed that the LRV camera takes a picture with the exposure
time starting at (to) seconds; it is displayed in front of the remote driver at
(to +6) seconds, and any speed change or heading change executed by the driver
at (to +6) seconds will not be reacted upon by the LRV until (to +10) seconds.
It is also assumed that telemetry is in a usable form on the Earth i. 3
seconds after transmission from the moon.
IV. B. Description of the TV Display Aids
i. "Predicted Path"
a. Description. The "Predicted Path" (solid lines converging
from the bottom of Figure 13 appearing on the TV scene at
instantaneous time tA [measured from (to +6 secs)] are
the "paths" that the vehicle front wheel forward contact
point (s):
l) a) have followed between (to + ta) seconds and
[to + 6 + (tA -1.3)] seconds as indicated by
odometric telemetry and heading telemetry;
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-I-
or:
or:
z)
3)
b) should have followed in the same time period as
in (a) in response to speed change commands or
heading change commands,
c) some combination of (a) and (b) where (b) is used
to fill time periods of telemetry loss.
Will follow from it +6 + (t A -1. 3)] seconds toL o
[to + 10 + tA] seconds" as a result of
a) the heading in effect at [t o + 6 + (t A -1.3)]
seconds.
b) commands issued from the earth between
[to + 2 + (tA -I. 3)] seconds and [to + 6 + tA]
seconds.
Note: This assumes a 4 second system
response time.
Will follow from (t o + 10 + tA) seconds and thereafter
as a result of heading change commands executed on
earth from (t o + 6 + tA) seconds and thereafter.
Mathematical Representation in Surface Coordinate System
Single path from vehicle c. g:
a) From telemetry received between (t o + 1. 3) seconds to
[to + 6 + (tA -I. 3] seconds:
Consider the predicted path as composed of straight line
segments, each segment the result of a vehicle heading
change.
Assume heading changes occur at tI, tZ, t3, etc., at the
vehicle.
(1) The first segment [(to)to (tI) seconds]:
X = 0to _)
Y = 0
Z = D 1
4O
where
and
where
D 1 = distance between vehicle c.g. and its flat
surface subpoint.
(T) = dl, if TM link is OK.
(D = v o (t 1 - to) , if TMlink is lost.
d ._
1
distance traveled between t o and t 1, as indicated
by telemetry received between (t o + 1. 3) and
(tI + i. 3).
v o : most recent velocity commanded, as of
(to -4).
(2) The second segment is:
X-X
1 or: X = (Y - Y1 ) (tan (ot 1
tan (_I " _o) = y_y----_
Y=YltO _)
Z=D 1
Z=D 1
where
where
-Co )) +X 1
Ub = true heading from telemetry received at
(tb + l 3), if TM link is OK, (whereb :
ab = most recent commanded heading as of
(t B -4) if TM link is lost (where b = 0, 1).
(_ = d z sin (_1 " do)' if TM link is OK.
(_ = v 1 (t 2 - tl) sin (_1 - do), if TM link is lost.
d Z = distance traveled between t 1 and t 2 as indicated
telemetry received between (t 1 + 1.3) and
(t2 + I. 3).
v 1 = most recent velocity commanded, as of
(tI -4).
X I = value of X at end of first segment
Y1 = value of Y at end of first segment ( = 0)
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(3) The n TH segment is:
X-X
tan (an_l - C_o) - Y _ yn-I or X = (Y - Yn_! ) tan(_ Z - _)v
n-I
+X
n-I
Y=Y +@n-1
Z:D 1
where
c
0t
c
= true heading from telemetry received at (tc + i. 3),
c = n-l, 0, if TM link is OK.
= most recent commanded heading, as of (tc -4),
if TMlinkis lost, or if TM for this time bracket
has not yet been received.
_) = dn sin (_ - c_ ), if TM link is OK.
n o
(_) = Vn_ 1 (tn - tn_l) sin (Oln_ 1 - Oto) if TM link is lost,
or if TM for this time bracket has not yet been
received.
d = distance traveled between t . and t , as indicated
n telemetry received betweenn[t__ 1 + _. 3) and
(tn + i. 3).
v
n-1
X _-
n-1
Yn- i =
most recent velocity commanded as of (tn_l
value of X at end of (n-l) th segment
value of Y at end of(n-l) th segment
- 4.)
IV. B. 1. b. 2 Two Line Path Extending from Two Front Wheels
Same as in IV. B. 1. b. 1.
X with (X + D3)
Y with (Y - D2/2) and (Y + D2/Z ).
Results are two sets of equations representing right front wheel track
and left fzon_ wheel track.
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Where
Note:
D2 = distance between two front wheels (between midpoints
of the wheel widths).
_3 _ .................................. " ° - .........
subpoint and front wheel flat surface contact point.
Assuming the next picture is at (to + I) seconds (when the
camera responds to "take picture" commands), then the
equations of IV. B. I. b will apply with each time used in the
equations increased by 1 second (effectively, a translation
along the X axis). When the picture is taken at, or after
t = tI (the first occurrence of a heading or speed change from
t_), then each time in the equations is increased by tI seconds
(_ranslation), and transformation" about Z axis" occurs:
(Z X formation).
xt h
Z> tl 0
sin,O 1- o,O)( tl)cos (_l -_o ) 0 Y<t 1
0 1 Z
<t I
Similar transformations occur whenever a picture reflects a
heading different from the heading of the previous picture.
The transformation angle will be the algebraic difference in
headings between the two pictures taken in sequence. Trans-
lations always occur between pictures, reflected in the equa-
tions of IV. BI. b with the addition of the time between pictures
to all times stated in the equations.
IV. B. 2 Possible Path
a. De scription
The "possible path" (converging lines in Figure 13) are straight
line extrapolations from the end of the "predicted path" of the path
the front wheel surface contact points will follow along the heading
determined by the actual joystick position at (to + 6 + t ) seconds,
allowing for the 4 seconds system reaction time. ThisA"possible
path" is assumed unexecuted until the driver pushes an execute
button, as in the Bendix scheme.
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The "possible path" appears on the "to" picture (i. e. , picture
exposed at to sec) starting at the end points (to + i0 + tA sec) of
the predicted path. As time progresses, the predicted path ending
points (and possible path starting points) converge into the distance.
b. Mathematical Representation in Surface Coordinate System
I, S{ngle path from c. g. :
This path can be represented as the (n + l)TM segment,
the equations and term definitions of IV. B. I. b. I. (a)
applying with the substitution n = n + i.
with
(3)
2. Two line path:
Same as IV. B. I. b. 2, but applying to the equations of
IV. B. 2. b. 1 above.
Note: The note of IV. B. I. b. 2 applies to the above equations.
Projected Vehicle Image (att > or = + I0 sec).
General
Let XtN ,+l YtN+l, ZtN+l represent the coordinates for
vehicle c.g. at (to + I0 + ta) sec for a picture exposed at to
Assume, D 4 = wheel width
D 5
sec.
= distance between centers of left front and
left rear wheels (same for right pair).
DI, D2, D 3 as defined previously.
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Xb,
= XtN+I + D 3
.
Z = 0 + ZtN+I
Left Front Wheel
Mathematical Representation in Surface Coordinate System
I. Coordinates of points on 4 wheel contact lines:
= + D 3XtN+ 1
+Y_+ =
. YtN+
0 + ZtN+I
Right Front Wheei
X = XtN+I + D 3 - D_D
Z = 0 + ZtN+l
Left Front Wheel
D4_ YtN+ 1
XtN+l + D 3 - D 5
0 + ZtN + 1
Right Front Wheel
D4)+ YtN+
2. Outline of vehicle front:
Assuming front of vehicle bed is a distance D 7 along X axis from
vehicle c. g. :
Front of Vehicle Bed
X : + D 7DtN+ 1
Y = Z + YtN+
Z = -DIz_+ ZtN+I
to[+( DZ D2') + YtN+I
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where
D12 is height of vehicle front above flat surface.
Assuming wheels are D 6 in diameter:
Forward Points of Front Wheels
m
D 6
X= X + D3 +_--
tN+ 1 2
Y [-t-_= +-_=J+ YtN + lJto[/--_ 2 D4
Z
D 6
2 +
--- ZtN+I
i
Left Front Wheel
D
XtN+ 1 + D 3
D 6
+T
+:4)
T +
= - ZtN+ 1
D2
Right Front Wheel
IV. B. 4. Grid System
a. Description
Constant range and constant heading angle lines focused on the
(t o + 10 + ta) sec. point.
b. Mathematic Representation in Surface Coordinate System
In general:
1. Constant heading (radial) lines:
X = X to N (large number at _ = 0. 1 intervals)
s tN+ 1
Ys = (Xs tan 8) + YtN+I
where
B = nl0 °
n = O, +I, +2
Z = 0
s
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2. Constant range lines (concentric circles):
Xt_l.1 -Yt_+ )2 = R 2 Z = 0(Ixsl- )z+ (Ys _ ! ' s
R = R(1) through R(5) = any 5 range values.
IV. B. 5 Crevasse Hazard Recognition Aid
Two semicircular arcs centered on camera axes origin lunar surface
subpoint.
2
(Xs -D8 )2 + Ys = R2 X = 0
whe r e
R:{ K
K+C H
C H = width of hazardous crevasse
D 8 = X distance between vehicle c.g. surface subpoint and
camera focal point surface subpoint.
This is based on the fact that an assumed minimum angle of 1 degree
required for proper recognition is the angle that subtends a crater C H in
diameter at a surface distance of K from the surface subpoint of a camera
axis origin located D above the surface.
IV. C Description of the Computer Program Interfacing Between Vehicle
Telemetry and TV Display
1. General - The computer program, written in FORTRAN IV language,
contains the appropriate transformation equations used to transform the visual
aids specified in the surface coordinate system as chains of points into the TV
image plane. The process is described diagrammatically in Figure 14.
2. Input Requirements - The required inputs to the program include:
a) Vehicle dimensions (Ref. Figure 34 of IV.E)
D 1 = distance between vehicle c.g. and its flat surface
s ubp oint
D 2 = distance between two front wheels (between midpoints
of the wheel widths)
D 3 distance along X axis between vehicle c.g. flat
surface subpoint and front wheel flat surface contact
point
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D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DI0
DII
= wheel width
= distance between centers of left front and left rear
wheels (same for right pair)
= wheel diameter
distance along X axis between vehicle c.g. flat
surface subpoint and front of vehicle bed
&X(in translation BC)= X distance between vehicle
c.g. surface subpoint and camera rotation system
origin subpoint
&Y(in translation BC)= Y distance between vehicle
c.g. surface subpoint and camera rotation system
origin subpoint
&Z(in translation BC)= vertical distance between
vehicle c.g. and camera rotation system origin
= distance between camera axes focal point and image
plane
IV. C. 2. b) General Parameters:
PDLY = Delay in seconds between the time the camera
exposure period began and the instant when the
picture is first displayed in front of the remote
driver.
TMDLY = Delay in seconds between the time the LRV first
senses a telemetered parameter (voltage, current,
temperature, vehicle body orientation, vehicle
speed, etc.) and the telemetered parameter is
stored in memory (and thereafter accessible by
the computer program).
CMDLY = Delay in seconds between the time a command that
has been sent to the LRV is stored in memory (and
thereafter accessible by the program) and the
instant the LRV begins to respond to the command.
HFOV[= Horizontal and vertical field of view in degrees.
VFOVJ
CS = Minimum size (width in direction of travel) of a
hazardous crevasse
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RA = Minimum vertical field of view in degrees which
subtends a crevasse of hazardous size when such
a crevasse first becomes recognizable as harzardous
(disregarding shadowing effects).
JSH = Instantaneous joystick heading.
RVPICS = Vertical height (linear) of the picture displayed in
front of the remote driver.
TMR = Prevailing telemetry rate in samples per second.
c) Telemetry Requirements (stored in memory from (t + TMDLY)
"m u .seconds and thereafter where t o = tl e exposure pertod began):
i) Camera elevation with respect to plane of vehicle frame.
2) Camera azimuth with respect to plane of vehicle frame.
3) True vehicle heading (this may also have been calculated
based on other TM).
4) Vehicle velocity (this may also have been calculated based
on other TM).
5) Vehicle pitch. (This may also have been calculated based
on other TM. )
6) Vehicle roll. (This may also have been calculated based
on other TM.)
7) TM parity check for the above.
d) Command Requirements (stored in memory from (t o - CMDLY)
seconds and thereafter):
Same as 1) through 4) of paragraph c) above.
3. Program Listing
a) Total listing, including simulation cards for test cases: Appendix D
contains a complete listing of the program in FORTRAN IV
language, including all cards required for TM simulation and
crater field simulation for use in the case tests of the program
(see IV.D. ahead for description of the sample cases).
IV. C. 3. b Operational Listing
The operational listing is contained in Appendix E.
in 0.265 seconds per TV frame.
This listing operates
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IV. D Sample Case Used to Test the Visual Display Aids Computer
Prolram
I. General
The total listing of Appendix D was used for the sample
case to generate the t = 87 seconds through t = 104 seconds pictures
{Figures 19 through 29).
A minor variation of the total listing was used to generate the
t = 0 second pictures (Figures 1, 16, 17, 18, 30, 31, 32, 33).
2. Sample Case - Traversal in a Typical Crater Field
Assume a typical crater field as in Figure 15. Assume that a
full panorama had been taken at the t = 0 second point (Figures 16, 17, and
18), while the vehicle was stationary, in preparation for traversal to the
east in the crater field.
At the t = 0 second point, craters A through G subtend vertical
FOV angles in the partial TV panorama of the crater field as shown in
Table 3.
Using the criterion that a crevasse must subtend a vertical
FOV angle of > 1 ° (_- 12 lines of a 500-line scan, Ref. BSR-2815, January
1970) to be properly recognized (ignoring shadowing effects for the moment),
it is seen from Table 3 that only craters A, B, and C are "recognizable"
from the t = 0 second viewing point. {NOTE: On a 10 meter resolution
map of the iurain, only craters A and B would be recognizable and would
appear on this map as not much larger than two ' uo_s. j
Making the decision to proceed east {realizing _hat the traversal
will be between craters B and C), the remote driver commands a velocity
of 1/8 meter per second (_ 1/2 KM/hr.). He turns on the CREVASSE
HAZARD RECOGNITION display aid to determine if a crevasse is hazardous
(> 0.7 meters diameter) or not, as soon as it is properly recognizable on
the screen. (NOTE: A 0.7 meter diameter crevasse subtends avertical
FOV of 1° as seen by the camera at a surface distance of 8.73 meters to
the center of the crevasse from the subpoint of a camera located 2 meters
above the surface. Therefore, the CREVASSE HAZARD RECOGNITION
display aid consists of two lines at constant ranges of (8.73 -0.35) meters
and (8.73 + 0.35) meters from the lunar surface subpoint of the camera
axes system origin at the time the picture was taken. If a crevasse fills
the space between these two range lines, it is recognized as hazardous.)
From the picture taken at t = 88 seconds (Figure 20), the
remote driver just begins to recognize craters F and G as being hazardous
in size (see Table 4). He immediately switches to the GRID display aid
(Figure 21) to aid in determining the required heading angle change to
circumnavigate these craters starting at the predicted (tEXlO" + 10 seconds)
vehicle position.
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TABLE 4. CRATER COMPUTER "_" _'_'_ ^'* " T_"I'_T'I_T_ AT_TT_r_TTrl-l_TTr'r t
CRATER 18:00 TUES. 06/02/70
100 C=180/3. 14159265
110 DIM D(21), Y(Zl),A(21)
120 FOR I=0 TO I0
130 READ D(1)
140 NEXT I
150 RESTORE
160 FOR I=II TO Zl
170 READ D(1)
180 NEXT I
190 FOR K=0 TO 21
200 READ Y(K)
Zl0
220
230
240
250
260
A(K) :(2,:-'(D(K)))/(4+((Y(K)),:-'((Y(I<))-(D(K)))))
PRINT" =";(C;:=ATN(A(K)))
NEXT K
DATA Z0, 16, 2.4, 3.0, I. 0, 0.7, 0.7, I. 2, I. 0, 2.0, I. 0
DATA 36.3,37, 15.7,21. I, 16.5, Z0. 35, 20. 35,24. 3, 26.0,29.0, 29.7,
DATA Z0.6, 26.3, 5.6,9.8,7.0,9.4,9.4, 12.6, 13.8, 16.8, 17. 5
RUN
CRATER 18:01
A = 3. 84159
B = Z. 34628
C = I. 29211
D = .890743
E = .44115
F = . 19861
G = . 19861
H = . 243236
I = . 175216
J = . 291207
K = . 133808
A = 67. 7554
B = 6. 63993
C = 12. 3516
D = 4. 85492
E = 2. 48955
F = .93503
G = .93503
H = .931303
I = .634336
J = .907076
K = . 391423
TUES. 06/02/70
These are angles in degrees
subtended by craters viewed from
vehicle location at t = 0 second
These are angles in degrees
subtended by craters viewed from
vehicle location at t = 88 seconds
TIME: 2 SECS.
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Using the r_,_,_, _ PATH _ ........... *^-- (
_,-,_,_,_,,-_-. u=_ _=_o D and F _g .... _I_
he notes that travel along this course would require traversal directly
across some small craters without much margin for maneuvering due to
the locations Of craters D and F.
He switches the POSSIBLE PATH to the south of crater G
(Figure 22). There is a smoother path and safer margin for travel along
this route than the previously considered POSSIBLE PATH. He concludes
this because:
Earlier frames evidenced no hazardous craters
between craters G and E.
Although crater B looms directly ahead along this
route, he anticipates enough margin for a north-
easterly course once he has passed a point along
a line between craters E and G.
Therefore, he elects to take a southeasterly bypass route
(heading = + Z8 ° south of due east), commanding this heading change at
t = 96 seconds (it takes effect on the moon an assumed 4 seconds later)
(Figures 28 and Z9).
Figures 30, 31, 1, 32 and 33, which show the crater field
from the t = 0 second point, also include the projected vehicle image loca-
tion for I/2, 1, 2, 3, and 4KM]hour velocities, respectively. (Figures 30
and 31 were taken with the camera azimuth angle at -40 ° and -20 ° respec-
tively, instead of the nominal -10°, in order to ensure that the projected
vehicle image was included in the vertical field-of-view. The -40 ° camera
azimuth angle, used in Figure 30, causes the crater field to be excluded
entirely. )
Figures 30, 31, I, 3Z and 33 also include two craters of
hazardous size (0.7 meter diameter) which were intentionally located
directly tangent with the front wheel surface tracks. These are included
to illustrate the appearance of these craters exactly at the moment when
a command to stop the vehicle must be sent without any further delay in
order to prevent the vehicle from driving into the crater.
These figures illustrate the geometrical limit on vehicle
velocity as discussed earlier in Section II. A. 2. f.
For the assumed camera height (2 meters), minimum recogni-
tion angle (1°), system delay (10 seconds), and hazardous crevasse size
(>0.7 meter), the hazardous crevasse detection lines have been located in
these figures. Figures 30, 31 and 1 show that the crevasses are nearer
to the viewer than are the detection lines, meaning that the crevasses would
have been recognized as hazardous at an earlier time and a command
decision exercised to avoid them.
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However, Figures q2 =_,I _ _hnw th_ th_ nvo_ct_d vehicle
image is located more distant than the detection lines. This means that
the driver would not have yet recognized the crevasses as hazardous when
the vehicle would start driving into these crevasses.
Therefore, since Figures 32 and 33 represent projected vehicle
images for 3 and 4 KM/hour velocities respectively, the assumed geometry
limits the maximum speed to < 3 KM/hour as confirmed earlier by a com-
puter run in Section II. A. 2. f.
IV. D. 3 Parameter Values Used for the Sample Case
a, Vehicle Dimensions - JPL vehicle dimensions except
that the camera is chosen to be located Z meters above
a flat surface:
b,
D 1 through DII are dimensioned as shown in
Figure 34 of IV. E except DI0 = {2-DI) meters.
General Parameters:
PDLY = 6 sec.
TMDLY = 1.3 sec.
CMDLY = 4 sec.
HFOV = 60 °
VFOV = 40 °
CS= 0. TM.
RA= 1°
JSH = as shown versus time in Appendlx F.
10
RVCIPS = I0" = _ meters {max. height of
calcomp plot)
TMR = 4 samples/second
Co Telemetry and Command Requirements:
As shown versus time in Appendix F.
do Crater Field and Horizon Line Dimensions
(all in meters)
1) Horizon Line
X = Z300
Y = -N to +N
A = 10 -3
Z = (500)\e ]
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_1 70 cm Craters
(X-h) Z + (Y-K) z = (o, 35) Z=O
K= + I, -I
31 Crater Field (at t -88 sec for 1.8 meter/sec.
O
(X-h) 2 + (Y-K) 2 = R 2, Z=0
velocity)
h K lZ h K R h K R
19 -5 1.5 13 6 0.1 24 -3 0. 1
14 -4 1. Z 15 -1 0. Z 24 2 0. 1
20 +1 .35 15 +2 0.2 Z5 2 0.2
Z0 -1 .35 16 9 0.1 26 -6 0.2
27 +11 8 17 3 0, Z 26 -4 0.2
23 -5 0.6 17 6 0.1 27 -4 0.1
28 +1 1.0 19 -3 0.2 Z7 -2 0.1
25.5 0 0.5 19 4 0. 1 28 -5 0.1
Z9 -Z 0.5 18 -1 0.1 Z9 -7 0.2
17 -Z0 10 18 +1 0.2 30 -4 0.2
15 6 0. 5 20 +3 0. 1 31 -5 0. 1
8 -1 0. 1 Zl -3 0. 1 31 -7 0.2
9 0 0. 1 21 -2 0. 1 13 0 0.2
11 0 0. 1 22 -3 0.2 14 0 0.2
11 -1 0. 1 22 4 0.2 14 i 0.2
12 4 0. 1 23 3 0. i i4 2 0.2
15 I 0.2
4) Crater Field (at t + X sec.)
O
Same as 3, but subtract (88 + X)(1/8) = S meters
from each value of "h"
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IV. E. Application of Driving Aids to Overlay for Use with JPL Vehicle
I. Introduction
Concurrent with the development of the general computer program
described previously, an abbreviated computer program was developed for
use in calculating and producing driving aids as they appear for a fixed
application--the JPL vehicle. The JPL vehicle dimensions are as shown in
Figure 34.
Since the vehicle has no means of telemetering information, is fixed
in velocity (0.675 mph), would have a camera mounted in a fixed orientation,
and would be assumed to be driven on a flat surface, the driving aids would
appear fixed on a TV display. Therefore, it was decided that the practical
presentation of the driving aids would be on a transparent overlay for use
with the TV display. These cases were run during the latter part of the
contract period. Case I, If, and III overlays are Figures 35, 36, and 37,
respectively. Description of the cases appear in IV.E. 3.
Z. Mathematical Representation in the Surface Coordinate System
a. Translation-Transformation System:
X A
YA
Z A
Coordinates of point(s) in surface axes coordinate
system - defined here as having its origin at a flat
surface subpoint of the camera axes system origin.
(Reference: Figure 34A and 34B)
Using the dimensions from Figure 34:
X B = X A
YB = YA
Z B = Z A + 34"
Coordinates of point(s) after translation
to focal point axes coordinate system
prior to any camera orientation.
Y (Elevation) Z (Azimuth)
( XC)ZCYC = _sinT 0cosT/IcO_T -si_TII_°_s£I • cossinE0 E i)( XB)ZBYB
Where XC, YC' Z C are coordinates of point(s) after camera
orientation.
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tan _C - XC
Z C
tan aC - XC I
solves for elevation and azimuth of the
point(s) -pair of equations also specify
straight iine projection(s) from origin
to the point(s)
Intersection of straight line project(s) with the camera image plane
(which is oriented parallel to the YZ plane; and is 4 inches ahead
of the focal point axes system origin):
X D = _4
YD
tan _ C XD
Z D
tan a C -
X D
Solution is for YD and Z D
Result is two dimensional coordinates
of point(s) in the camera plane, which
is parallel with the YDZD plane and whose
plane equation is
X D = +4
(0,0) at center
"/I
+YD
Solving for YD and Z D
X C = cos_ cos"/ X A+sinE
YC = -sin ¢ X A +cos ¢ YA
Z C = cos _ sin"/ X A+sinE
in terms of XA, YA' and ZA:
cos"/ YA- sin"/ (Z A + 34)
For Case 1 and 2:
For Case 3:
sin "/ YA +c°s1' (Z A +34)
= 0°, "/= _5°
E = 0°, "/= -12.5 °
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Also:
X D = 4
XD( YC )
YD =
X C
XD( Z c )
Z D -
X C
The bounds for _C:
The bounds for aC:
4 (Yc/Xc)
4 (Zc/Xc)
Cases 1 and 2
+ 14.5 °
+ 11.5 °
Case 3
+ 26.5 °
+ 21.45 °
Therefore, the bounds are:
YD = +4 (0.2585) = +1.0340 -- Cases 1 and 2
YD = +4 (0.499) = +1.996
Z D = +4 (0.204) = +0.816
Z D = +4 (0.393) = +i. 572
Once the overlay dimensions are specified,
scaled to fit those dimensions.
Gene rally:
-- Case 3
-- Cases i and 2
-- Case 3
YD and Z D would be
YD =
4YA
(cos T ° ) X A + (sin 7 ° ) Z A + (34) (sin 7 ° )
Z D = 4 (-(sinT °) X_ + (cos T °) ZA + (34) (cos T°)h
\ (cos T °) X A + (sin T °) Z A + (34) (sin ?o) /
b. Vehicle Dimensions (Reference: Figure 34)
411
= D 1 = distance between camera azimuthal rotation axis
and vidicon face
32"
= D 2 = lateral distance (YA) between two front wheels
(outside edges)
I-7/8" = Da = distance between centerline of center wheels and
,.2
camera azimuthal rotation axis of vidicon
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18" = D6
Z- I/2" = D7
= height of forward bumper from a flat surface
= distance between left front wheel center and left
middle wheel center (also between left middle
wheel center and left rear diameter of each wheel)
= diameter of each wheel
= distance between forward bumper and front face of
forward wheel
= wheel width
= width of forward bumper
13" = DI0 = width of forward compartment, upon which the
forward bumper is mounted
34" = DII = height of camera axes coordinate system from flat
surface
c. Inputs into Translation-Transformation System
I) Projected vehicle image
Let X10 -- distance vehicle travels in 10 seconds
..... 2_
Y, = _O)(O. 675 _p ( 3600 ' = i18. 8 inches--,0 (1 - mlies_ _28v x i
a) Coordinates of wheel surface contact lines:
Wheel-_ Left Front Right Front Left Middle Right Middle
X A X10 + D 3 + D 5 Xl 0 + D 3 + D 5 Xl 0 + D 3 Xl0 + D 3
A
Z A 0 0 0 0
or, substituting:
X A +147.7 +147.7 +IZ0.7 +120.7
-16 to -8 +16 to +8 -16 to -8 +16 to +8
YA A = l A = l A = l A = l
Z A 0 0 0 0
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b) Coordinates of front wheel forward contact lines:
!
XA
YA
ZA
Left Front Right Front
Xl0 + D 3 + D 5 +_/= +156.7 Same: +156.7
As in a: -16 to -8 As in a: +16 to +8
A=I A=I
--_ = -9 Same: -9
L
c)
2)
a)
b)
Coordinates of front bumper:
Z A = -D 4 = -7.75
= 1
Grid System
Radial lines:
XA = atoN , A = 0.01
YA = (XA - a) tan _ +K Z A = 0
where a = distance to line connecting forward contact line
segments of front wheels in projected image:
a = +156. 7 A = 0.01
N = large number
= +I0 o, +20 °
K=0
Range lines:
X=a+Rsin_
Y = K + R cos
(1
K
= 0° to 180 °, A1 °
Z A = 0
from 2. a above
R = 120, 1200, 12000
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3) Crevasse hazard detection aid
A s sume: I. Size of hazardous crevasse >_ 0.7 M in diameter = 27.6"
II. Proper recognition of crevasse occurs when crevasse
........ 1 osuo_ena_ a verLzc_, FOV aug_e.... ---
Using the dimensions of Figure 38:
x
tan [3 -- _1:
tan ([5 + 1°) - Z7.6 + x34 =
tan [5 + tan (1 °)
1 - (tan [3) tan (1°)
x
27.6 + x _ + tan (1 °)
34
1 - (_-_) tan (1°)
x = 215. 7" = distance between camera axes system origin surface
subpoint and near lip of crater 27.6" in diameter at
which the crater subtends an angle of l° from a
camera mounted 34" above the surface
The crevasse hazard detection aid is composed of arcs of two
concentric circles centered on the vidicon face surface subpoint
and separated by a distance equal to the diameter of a "hazardous"
crevasse = 27.6" in diameter:
X- p +R sin_ Z A = 0
Y = K +R cos 15
Z7.6
215.7 +_= 229.5R = 27.6
215. 7 - "---Z--= 201. 9
p =Dl=4
K=0
4) Possible path (two front wheels)
Dashed-lines which are straight line projections from 2 front
wheels in direction of travel starting at the to +10 second point:
X A = (X10 + D 3 + D 5 + _Z _) to N = +156.7 to N (large number)
(-_--_) = +12 and-12YA = +
ZA=0
85
Figure 38. Geometric Relations Conforming to
Assumptions Regarding Detection of Minimum
Size Hazardous Crevasses From JPL Vehicle
° Description of the Three Cases of Their Computer Programs
a°
b°
Basic Contents of Three Cases
The three cases are listed in Table.
Co.mputer Programs Listings (FORTRAN IV Language for the
Three Cases Applying to the JPL Vehicle
See Appendix G.
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IV. F TV Display System Equipment Interfacing with Remote Driving
Aids Computer Program Output
1. Introduction
The remote guidance concept, as developed, requires the simultaneous
display of the graphical computer 'X-Y' coordinate information derived from
vehicle telemetry and command, and the display of the lurain data derived
from the vehicle television camera. The lurain data would be represented as
a video signal displayed on a television monitor, and, therefore, it is reason-
able for the graphical information to also be represented as a video signal
and be displayed on a television monitor. Although transparent plots could
be generated and overlayed on the video display, the frequency of updating
(approximately once per second) renders such a method impractical. Also,
while the graphical data and the lurain data could be separately displayed and
optically combined, the alignment of such equipment and the expense to
transmit via the Jet Propulsion Laboratory monitor distribution network made
this approach undesirable. The method considered most attractive was to
convert the digital coordinate information to video, combine it with the
lurain video, and display the composite result.
This section of the report describes the boundary conditions assumed,
the equipment requirements developed from these assumptions, and shows a
configuration of commercially available "off the shelf" units that will accom-
plish this task. In addition, the specifications of these selected units and
their operating characteristics are given. Although alternative units are
available in some cases, they could not be investigated in detail because of
the time constraints of this study. It seemed most efficient to develop a
single compatible configuration that could be de_1_onstrated and investigated
in greater detail, at a later date, than to present parameter tradeoff data for
a range of possibly incompatible equipments.
2. Boundary Conditions
Since many of the key parameters such as the computer digital output
signal and the lurain data video signal have not been precisely specified as to
format, level and composition, certain assumptions had to be made. These
assumptions were then structured as boundary conditions that would, wherever
possible, allow the greatest flexibility as to equipment type and location.
The assumptions made were:
a) The maximum use should be made of equipment presently on site at
Jet Propulsion Laboratory or under procurement consideration with
regard to:
(1) Computers
(2) Monitors
(3) Graphic display controllers
(4) Video distribution network
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b) The operation area would not necessarily be adjacent to the
computer installation.
c) The equipment should be commercially available and "off the shelf"
in order to minimize:
(I) Cost
(2) Development time
(3) Procurement time
(4) Installation time
d) The graphic resolution should be as high as practical.
e) The graphic display should be capable of being updated.
These basic assumptions were, after inquiry and investigation,
structured into the following boundary conditions:
(1) The display signal should be EIA standard (replaces RTMA
standard) 525 line, 30 frame per second video of 10 to 15mc
bandwidth (in accordance with assumption al, a4).
(2) The lurain data video signal will be available as EIA standard
525 line, 30 frame per second video of 10 to 15 mc bandwidth
(derived from b and a4 as well as past release of lurain data to
commercial TV and press).
(3) The computer will require a data set (in accordance with b).
(4) The computer is a Honeywell DDP124 or equivalent (in accordance
with al).
(5) The graphic display will be updated once per second (from previous
operational requirements of Section II).
3. Equipment Requirements
The functional operation of the display group will be examined under
the stated boundary conditions, and the individual equipment requirements will
be developed. Inquiries made of equipment manufacturers and Jet Propulsion
Laboratory operations personnel as well as equipment selection rationale will
be discussed in this section.
A block diagram showing the functional operations of the display group
is shown as Figure 39.
Since all computers require an input/output (I/O) controller in order
to furnish data to peripheral equipments at the right time and in the right
format, it seemed reasonable to require that the interface with the data set
be common to most installations. If this were not the case, it would be
necessary to develop a special I/O controller which would, in all probability,
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be dependent on both the computer make and model type. Because both local
and remote printers are used in almost all computer installations, the format
selected was the standard ASCII code which is also compatible with all data
sets. This code is a 10 bit start/stop code with 8 data bits per word, which
has been used to operate both printers and alphanumeric character displays.
Three manufacturers of alphanumeric display equipments were
contacted and technical data was requested. The three manufacturers were
Applied Digital Data Systems, Inc. (Hauppauge, New York); Computer Com-
munications, Inc. (Inglewood, California); and Canadian Westinghouse
Company, Ltd. (Hamilton, Ontario). The Applied Digital Data Systems
equipment did not have a graphical display capability which eliminated it as
a possibility. The Computer Communications, Inc. equipment had an
external synchronization feature and a i08 x 51 dot matrix in the graphical
display mode. The Westinghouse equipment did not have an external
synchronization capability and had a 50 x 63 dot matrix in the graphical
display mode. The Computer Communications, Inc. (CCI) equipment was
selected on a tentative basis, and after learning that Jet Propulsion Laboratory
was considering the acquisition of the CCI CC-301 TV display controller for
another application, it was selected as a baseline unit.
The function of the units shown within the dashed outline in Figure 39
is threefold: first, it adjusts the "sync tip" and "peak white" levels after
amplification; second, it extracts a synchronizing signal to "drive" the
digital to analog converter; and third, it combines the two video signals.
Time was short, and a technical survey of these equipments was not conducted.
It was established, however, that equipments were available from Ampex
Corporation (_5000), Ball Brothers, Inc. (no quote), Central Dynamics, Inc.
(_2,_), and Gr_ss Valley Group, Inc. (_ii00). The Grass Valley Group
equipment was selected because:
(1) It was compatible with the CC301.
(2) It was of modular construction.
(3) It was available for compatibility testing.
(4) It was priced competitively.
(5) The technical information was readily available from the local
representative.
The specific units selected for the baseline were a GVG 940 video processing
amplifier to adjust the video levels, A GVG 961 Synac to provide synchro-
nization for the CC301 and a GVG 930 insert keyer to combine the video
signals.
The video display unit had no particular requirements levied on it by
the application and was considered to be a CONRAC CVAI7.
The design and operation of the CC301 is such that it requires two
ASCII characters (10 bits each) in order to extract 9 bits of graphical data,
and since there are 5,508 bits (108 x51) per frame, the data set must
transmit 12,240 bits [(5508 x 20)/9] per frame. A graphical display update
rate of once per second then results in the requirement that the data set be
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capable of handling 12,240 bits per second. If the signal is to be sent over a
telephone line, a Bell System Model 301 data set would be required; the data
set has a lease cost of _250 per month, and the telephone line has a lease
cost of approximately _!5 per month per mile. If the signal is not to be sent
over a telephone line, an Astrocom Series 400 or equivalent would be required.
The Series 400 operates at any speed, up to 96 kilobits/sec, for distances up
to 3 miles with a Z2 gauge twisted pair. The unit costs _2100, and its
interface is identical to a data set. Since there seems to be a high probability
that the operations area will be located reasonably close (within 3 miles) and
could be handwired to the computer, the unit selected for the baseline was an
Astrocom Series 400. The CC301 would in any case require a data set
interface option to be included (option l).
4. Baseline Configuration
A baseline configuration of the display group derived from equipments
meeting the requirements of Section 3.0 is shown as Figure 40. Comparison
to the functional operations block diagram of Section 3. 0 indicates that:
(1) The data set function is performed by an Astrocom 400.
(2) The digital to analog conversion, providing the graphical
information video, is performed by a CC301 with option 9 to
permit external synchronization and with an option l to interface
with the Astrocom 400 or a data set.
(3) The video processing is performed by three units:
(a) A GVG 940 that adjusts the "sync tip" and "peak white levels"
of the lurain video prior to combining.
(b) A GVG 961 that synchronizes the graphical information video
and the hrain video.
(c) A GVG 930 that combin_s the two video signals.
It should be noted that although the CC301 is electronically compatible
with computer data this data must be in the correct format in order to be
properly displayed. Either the remote driving aids computer program could
be directly computed in the proper format or its output could be converted by
an auxiliary program. Conversion programs, written in FORTRAN, have
been prepared by Computer Communications, Inc. for both the IBM 360 and
the IBM 1130 and could be prepared for any computer selected. Reference is
made to the discussion on graph mode programming appearing at Page 6-49
of the CC30 Communications Station Reference Manual should direct compu-
tational formatting be desired.
5. Equipment Specifications
The general specifications for the equipments described in Section 4.0
are presented in this section. General characteristics are given since the
detailed characteristics appear in the documents referenced in Appendix A.
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Input Wireline
,_..J I*._b_JL._L, VV .A._ _..,J._LA,,.,
Input Digital
Output Digital
Size
P rice
Details
Astrocom Series 400
Variable -- 39 dBm to -19 dBm
Not available at this time
Not availal_le at this time
6 inches high x 12-3/4 inches wide
x 13 inches deep
_2100
Appendix A, Item 6
Data Set
Input/Output
Synch Input
Output
Power
Price
Details
CCI 301 -Options 1 and 9
Bit Serial Asynchronous Start Stop ASCII
To 15 kilobits using RS-232B type interface
with Astrocom Series 400
i-4 V P-P/75_2 Horizontal
I-4 V P-P/75_2 Vertical
0-5 VTS/75_2 100 NS Pulses
360 watts 120 VAC 60 cps
_7300
Appendix A, Item 7
GVG Model 961 Synac
Input Composite Video
Input Impedance
Outputs
Powe r
Size
Price
Details
1 to 2 V P-P
R > 25K, C < 15 PF
Four; one each, processed sync, blanking,
V Drive, H Drive. 75_2 source terminated
4 V P-P negative going. Rise time 75 NS.
Overshoot and tilt < 1 per cent.
+10 to +14 V TS DC unregulated at 120 ma
-10 to -14 V TS DC unregulated at 150 ma
3-1/4 inches high x 2-1/8 inches wide
x 10 inches deep
 68o
Appendix A, Item 8
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GVG Model 940 Video Processing Amplifier
Input Composite Video
Input Impedance
Output
Power
Size
Price
Details
0.5 to 2.0 VP-P
R > 50K) C < 15 PF
4 at l V P-P/75_
+10 to +14 V TS DC unregulated at 125 ma
-10 to -14 V TS DC unregulated at 120 ma
3-I/4 inches high x 2-i/8 inches wide
x 10 inches deep
_440
Appendix A, Item 9
Input A
Input B
Synch
Output
Power
Size
Price
Details
GVG Model 930 Video Insert Keyer
Noncomposite video 0. 7 V P-P
Noncomposite video 0.7 V P-P
4VP-P
4 at l V P-P/75f2
+10 to +14 V TS DC unregulated at 100 ma
-10 to -14 V TS DC unregulated at If0 ma
3-i/4 inches high x 2-1/8 inches wide
x i0 inches deep
_440
Appendix A) Item i0
Size
Price
Details
GVG Model 900 Mounting Rack
3-I/2 inches high x 19 inches wide
x l i-i/2 inches deep
_125
None
Power
Size
Price
Details
GVG Model 900PS Power Supply
120 VAC, 60 cps input
10-14 V DC positive and negative at 750 ma
3-I/4 inches high x 2-i/8 inches wide
x i0 inches deep
 iz5
None
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Input
Response
Size
Price
Details
CONRAC CVA 17
Video 0. 25 to 0.4 V P-P Video
Synch 4 V P-P negative going
2 inputs: high impedance R = 470 K
C= 15PF
los impedance 75
100 MH + l dB 800 line resolution
190 watts 120/240 V AC 60 cps
17-3/8 inches high x 17-I1/16 inches wide
x 18 inches deep
(Units assumed available at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory)
Appendix A, Item 11
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APPENDIX B
Computer Program Listing and Results: Picture Smear (as a
Percent Shift of a Scene Element) versus Vertical
and Horizontal Pointing Angles
_-XPO I 6:48 WED. 06/24/70
100 LET H:I
110 LET V-((H)*(I E3))/(5.6_)
1_.0 LET T:IE-2
150 LET P=O.IO
140 LET J:2
150 DEF FNK(Y):(Y*S.141592GS/180)
160 PRINT"VELOCITY:";H;"RM/HR", EXPBSURE TIME:";T;"SEC.
170PRI NT
180 PRINT"PICTURE ELEtIENT SIZE:";P;"DEGREES OF ARC"
190 PRINT
200 PRI_.T" DEG. 'D'.'IN.",'.pEG. LATERAL",'PERCENT",I_P..ERCENT","DISTANCE-"
_IOPRINT' FROM HORIZ. , FRSM VERTICAL" ,"LATERAL.. VERTICAL _ CAMERA
_,_OPRI°°NT LINE._OF , .CENTERLINE', SHIFT , SHIFT ORIGIN TO
230PRINT SIGHT , OF .FOV ._ , , SURFACE IN
240PRINTII .'.,Z ],] 2,. ],'PERP. PLA"E;"
250PRINT ALSO:
260PRINT" "'" " '" ' ' (SURFACE DISTANCE FROM CAMERA"
270PRINT" , , _RIGIN SURFACE SUBPOINT)
2"_0 PRINT
_ "_'_ ........... ( METERS)"
300 PRINT
310 FOR A-I TO 60
320 LET D:FNK(A)
330 LET CzJ/(SIN(D))
34Q LET N:V*T*(TAN(D))
350 DEF FNL(W):(N_TAN(W))/(J*(((TAN(W))_)+I)-N)
360 LET SP--ATN(FNL(D))
370 LET R:(S2)/(P*(FNK(1)))
380 PRINT A,"DNA , ,(IO0)*R,C
390 LET S_=2/(TAN(D))
400 PRINT A, , , ,$3
410 FOR B-O TO 30, STEP 5
z_O LET E-FNK(B)
430 LET SI--ATN(FNL(E))
440 LETL-(S I)/(P* (FNK (I)) )
450 IF ((INT(A/4))-(A/4))<>O THEN 4"/0
460 PRINT A,B,(IOO)*L
470 NEXT B
480 NEXT A
490 END
AXES"
B-I
_PS ! 5:58 WED. 06i24/70
VELOCITY- 1 KH/HR EXPOSURE TIME=
PICTURE ELEMENT SIZE- .I DEGREES U_ ARC
DEG. DWN• DEG• LATERAL PERCENT
FROM HSRIZ. FROM VERTICAL LATERAL
LIb]E-OF CENTERLINE SHIFT
SIGHT OF FOV
[S UR FAC E
ORI GI N
I DNA
1
2 DNA
2
,3 DNA
3
4 DNA
4
4 0
4 5
4 10
4 15
4 20
4 25
4 30
5 DNA
5
6 DNA
6
7 DNA
7
8 DNA
S
S 0
8 5
8 I0
8 15
8 20
8 95
8 50
9 DNA
9
]0 DNA
10
1 1 DNA
11
I_ DNA
12
0
.483188
.951692
I .39128
1.78858
2.131 54
2.409 72
0
.971219
I .91292
2.79648
3.59505
4 •28436
4.84347
•01 S.EC.
PERCENT
VERTICAL
SHIFT
DI S TA NC E
S UR FAC E
2.42388E-02
.096928
.2 17985
.587259
DISTANCE-
CAMERA AXES
ORIGI N TO
SURFACE IN
PERP. PLAN_
ALSC:
FROM CA _ERA
S UBP(D INT']
[METERS ]
114,597
114,58
57,3074
57.2725
38,2146
58,1623
28.6712
28,6015
.604553
.869605
I .18209
I .54164
22.9474
22,8601
19.1335
19.0287
16.411
16.2887
14,3706
14.2307
I •94782
2 .:40012
2.89802
3.44089
12,7649
12,627.5
11.51 75
I 1,3426
10,4817
10.2891
9.61947
9.40926
B-Z
DES, DWN,
FROMHORIZ.
LINE-OF
SIGHT
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
IS
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
23
24
24
DES. LATERAL
FROM VERTICAL
CENTERLINE
OF FOV
0
5
lO
15
20
25
30
I
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA
0
5
lO
15
20
25
30
DNA
DNA.
DNA
DNA
0
5
I0
15
20
25
30
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA
PERCENT
LATERAL
SHIFT
0
I .46903
2 .B9341
4.229 84
5.4377
6.48028
7.52591
0
I ,98198
3,9037
5,70674
7.3363
8,74284
9.883 64
0
2 .silo2
4.95554
7.24437
9.31295
1 1,0984
12.5465
PERC ENT DIS TANC E-
VERTICAL CAMERA ,-.,^vrc,..,.,
• SHIFT ORIGIN TO
S UR FAC E I N
PERP. PLAN_
ALS B,
[SURFACE DISTANCE FROM CAMERA
ZRIGIN SURFACE SUBPOINT]
[ METERS ]
4.02808 8.89082
8.66295
4.65889 8.2671,.'3
8.02156
5.33255 7.72741
7.464l
6.04B2 7,25591
6.97483
t
6.80502 6.84061
6.54171
7.60208 6.47214
6.15557
B,43839 6.14311
5,80842
9,31295 5.84761
5,49495
10.224 7
11.1 725
12.. 1 5.52
13.1717
5.58086
5.21018
5.33893
4.95017
5.11861
4.7117
4,91719
4.49207
B-3
DEG, D_'JN,
FR_FI H_RiZ,
LINE-OF
SIGHT
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
25
25
2G
2G
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
50
30
51
31
52
32
52
32
52
52
52
62
52
55
55
34
54
55
55
56
56
DEG. LATERAL
FROM VERTICAL
CENTERLINE
OF FOV
0
5
I0
15
2O
25
50
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA
0
5
I0
15
2O
25
50
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA
0
5
I0
15
2O
25
50
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA
PERCENT
LATERAL
SHIFT
0
5.07808
6.06255
8.862 66
I 1.39,3.3
1,.'3.5774
1 5.5488
0
$ ,6764
7,24098
10.5853
15,6077
16.21 65
18._318
0
4.32109
B,51075
12.441 5
15.9937
19.0596
2 1.5458
[S URFAC E
•_RI GI t'
PERCENT
VERTICAL
SHIFT
DISTANCE
S UR FAC E
14.2206
15.3007
16.4107
17.5493
18.7149
19,9063
21.122
22.5 605
23.6202
24.899 6
26o1973
27.5115
DISTANCE-
CAMERA AXES
ORIGI N TO
SURFACE IN
PERP. PLAN T
/4L_ tO:
FROM CAMERA
SUBPOINT]
[METERS ]
4.7324
4,28901
4.56234
4.10061
4.40538
5,92522
4.26011
3.76145
4.12535
5.6081
4
$ .4641
5.88321
5.32856
3.77416
5.20067
3.67216
$ .0 79 75
5.57658
2.96512
5.48689
2,8565
5.4026
2,752 76
B4
DEG. D',/{'J°
FRC[,]H_R''±L°
LI }_E-'ZF
SIGHT
5_
56
36
56.
36
5G
56
37
57
38
58
59
59
4O
4O
4O
4O
4O
4O
4O
4O
4O
41
4[
42
42
43
45
44
44
44
44
44
44
44,
44
44
49
45
46
46
47
47
48
48
DEG. LATERAL
v C,,J'3. ,I. J. k,, tt 1.,rnOM ,,r_r_-r,,_^ i
CENTERLI HE
OF FOU
0
5
10
15
2O
25
30
DNA
Dt,._A
DNA
DNA
0
5
10
15
2O
25
,.'3O
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA
0
5
10
15
2O
25
50
DNA
DNA
DHA
DNA
PERCENT
1 A "P 1_I_ A !
J_M J, 4_4}, I'_ A.,D
SHIFT
0
5.02489
9,89688
14.4677
1B .5984
22.1633
2 5.0542
0
5.80425
11.4518
16,7115
2 [ .482 7
25.6002
28,939
0
6.68107
13,1587
19.2358
24.72 75
29.4666
55.5093
[S UR FAC E
ORI GI N
PERCENT
_,=_TICAI
SHIFT
DISTANCE
S UR FAC E
28.8407
50.183,5
,51.5576
`52.902
$4.2748
,55.6543
37.0389
,58.4268
39.81 64
41.205 
42.5938
43.9782
DISTANCE-
CAMERA AXES
ORIGIN TO
SURFACE IN
PVRP. PLAN_
ALSO:
FROM CAMERA
SUBPOINT]
[METERS.]
3.32528
2.65409
,5 °24854
2.55988
,3.1 780,'3
2.46979
5.11145
2,38,551
5.04851
2.50074
2.98895
2.2212,%
2.93256
2.14474
2.8791 l
2°07106
2,82845
2.
2 °78053
l .95158
2.75465
1 ,.86505
2,69127
f.80081
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DEG. DWN.
FROMHZRIZ.
L!NE-CF
SIGHT
48
48
48
48
4g
48
48
49
49
5O
50
51
51
52
52
52
52
5?.
52
52
52
52
53
55
54
54
55
55
5_
56
56
5G
56
56
56
5G
56
57
57
5S
58
59
59
6O
6O
DEG, LATERAL
FROM VERTICAL
CENTERLINE
OF FOV
0
5
I0
15
20
25
50
DNA
D_A
DNA
DNA
0
5
I0
15
20
25
5O
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA
0
5
I0
15
riO
25
50
DNA
'.DNA
DNA
DNA
P ERC ENT
LATERAL
SHIFT
0
7. 6852 5
15.1565
22.1268
2B.4454
33.8943
58.5139
0
a.a5905
I 7.4482
25.5059
52. 7869
39.0696
44.1632
0
I0.2645
20.21 59
29.551 4
57.9866
45.2649
51.1652
PERC ENT DIS TA NC E"
VERTICAL CAMERA AXES
.... •""," r_D T _T M T_;Drll r I u,_ _ ,-,. ....
SURFACE IN
PERP. PLAN T
ALSO:
[SURFACE u_TANCE "_""" ,',^,v,_D^/" f% VJI'I _n_ #_8,n
ORIGIN SURFACE SUBPOINT]
45.5574
i
46.7299
48,0959
49,4478
50,7899
52,1186
53.4322
54,7291
56.0078
57,2667
58,5045
59,719
[METERS]
2,65005
1,73857
2,61081
1,6782
2.57352
1.61957
2,55804
1,56257
2,50427
1.50711
2,47214
1,45309
2.44155
1.40042
2.41244
1.54902
2,38475
I,29882
2,5585 6
1,24974
2,3352 7
I,20172
2.5094
1,1547 .
B-6
DEG. D':,'II.
FR_i'] HOP,IZ.
Ll_,iL-,_P
SIGHT
60
60
6O
GO
60
60
6O
DEG. LATERAL
FROFIVERTICAL
u_-m z_-RLI L'_=
OF FOV
0
5
I0
15
20
25
.30
PERC ENT
LATERAL
0
! ! .99 5B
23.6258
34.53.56
44.3927
52.89 73
59.791
PERCENT
VERTICAL
CUTFT
[SURFACE DISTANCE
ORIGIN SURFACE
DISTANCE-
CAMERA AXES.
OR!GIN T_
SURFACE IN
PERP. PLAN_
ALSO:
FRON CAMERA
SUBPOINT]
[ [] ETERS ]
TIME: 25 SECS.
B-7
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ON-BOARD CIRCUITRY INTENDED FOR MINIMIZATION
OF SCENE JITTER
(Reference Figure 5 of IIA. 2. h)
A computer evaluation was made of the previously described circuitry
wherein the output parameters were set _ to:
1 ) Comparison Circuit:
2) Rate Gate:
3) Acceleration Gate:
Output for pitch error < 5 °
J-E = 5° , E = 0.01 °, J = 5. I°
Output for error rate < l°/sec
(E°/Tex = 0.01°/0.01 sec -:l°/sec)
Output for acceleration < 200°/sec
(E°/(Tex)2/2 0.01°/(0.01)2/2 = 200°sec)
As mentioned previously, the damped free vibration frequency response
will be a collection of damped sinusoids for a multi-degree of freedom device
such as a 4-wheel vehicle.
We shall simplify the response to a single dominant term of the form:
whe re
-DW t
Ae n sin ..(Wdt}
CD =
_/2 KM
W = 2_ f =_/_
n n M
= damping factor
where f = natural frequency of
n oscillation
21r fD where fD = actual frequency
of damped free
o s c illatio n
K = equivalent spring constant
C = equivalent damping coefficient
M : mass supported by system
C-I
M -" MASS I
/ /lllll[lJfl
Figure C-I. Damped Free Vibration
A mechanical system designed to minimize the motion due to vibration
would establish a value of D_0.7. However, we will evaluate the system for
a range of 0.5 < D < 0.9 for a frequency range 0.25 cps < f < 20 cps and for
values of 2°< A < i0 °. n
The computer program used is listed in Table C-I and its output
immediately follows.
Values of T (reference Figure 6 of IIA. 2.h) in seconds are plotted
versus fn in cps forsfixed values of D and A (see Figures C-2, C-3, and
C -4).
It is seen from Figures C-2, C-3, and C-4 that T s is<l.0 second for
fngreater than 0. 15 cps for (A = 10 o, D = 0.5) and (A = I0°," D = 0. 7).
Also Ts<l.0 second for fn greater than 0. I cps for (A = 10 °, D = 0. 9).
The pitch average box in Figure 5 of IIA. 2.h can be designed to
nullify the effect of the low fn components (f < 0. 15 cps) of the multi-term
transient response. The significant term o_high f (f > 0. 15 cps) components
(or harmonics of the fundamental fn) will generate_im n delays (Ts) in picture
taking on the order of 0.5 seconds or less.
Thus, assuming a slow velocity (I/2 KM/hrm I/8 meter/sec) through
rough lurain and perturbations spaced >2 seconds of travel (= i/4 meter) apart,
the on-board circuitry will permit a picture to be transmitted at least once
every two seconds, at an optimum time from the criteria of near-minimura
scene jitter and near-minimum smear.
C-2
C-3


TABLE I. EXPOZ COMPUTER PGM
LISTNH
I00 El =2. 71828183
110 P=3.14159265
!RO PRINT" ERRt_R"t" ERROR","ERROR","ERROR RATE" ,"ERROR ACCEL."
130 PRINT"AT TS","AT TN","AT TS+IO MS.','AT TS"
140 PRINT" (DEfi.)","(DEG.)"," (DEG.)","(DEG./SEC.)',"DEG/SEC/SEC"
150 PRINT
160 FOR 1:4 TO 8,STEP 4
170 FI:I/4
180 WI--(FI)*2*P
190 FOR B--5 TO 9,STEP 2
200 D-B/I 0
210 F2-(I-(Dt2))_(O,5)
220 W2- (F2)*(WI)
230 FOR A:2 TS IO,STEP 2
240 H :0
250 FOR J:l TO 2000
260 T=J/2000
270 DEF FNC(T)=A*CCEI)+((-D)*CWI)*T))
280 DEF FND(T)=SIN((W2)*T)
290 DEF FNE(T):(FNC(T))*(FND(T))
300 IF (ABS(FNE(T)))>5 THEN 450
310 DEF FNP(T)=COS((W2),T)
320 DEF mR(T):Cr'_C(T)),(C(-D)_.(WI)_(FND(T)))+((W2),CFNP(T))))
330 IF(ABS(FNR(T)))>I THEN 450
540 DEF FNU(T):(FND(T))i(((Dt2)*((WI).2))-((W2)+2))
350 DEF FNV(T)"(FNP(T)),(-2),D,(WI),(W2)
360 DEF FNA(T):(FNC(T)),((FNU(T))-(FNV(T)))
370 IF" (ABS(FNA(T)))>200 THEN 450
580 H:H+I
390 IF H>I THEN 460
400 E2-A*((EI),((-D),(WI),((ATN((F2)/D))/(W2)))),(F2)
410 12 = (ATN( (F'2)/D) )/(W2)
420PRINT" ............................................--- -- - ----- -- -- - - -
430PRINTFI_'CPS':" D:"_D;." PEAK:";A_'DEG";" TS:"$T_"SEC';" TN:"=T2;'SEC"
440 PRINT FNE(T),(E2),TNE(T+.O.OI),FNR(T),FNA(T)
450 NEXT J
460 NEXT A
470 NEXT B
480 NEXT I
490 END
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TABLE I. (Continued)
-_T TS AT TN
' : I _ " ] [ D E _ " ]
LJ# V .W I
ER_ F.PR_R RATE' ERR¢R ACC_L..
AT TS+IO .MS. AT TS
[DEG.] [DEG./SEC.] . DEGISECIF'
.125 CPS ?: .£, PEAK: 2 PEG
• ,! q'q c, l _. .94_q237
.1o5 -pc ,',- = PEAr: 4 DEG
l =7562 I.Gg?/_l
.1 '_=-,.,C"'',o D: . 7 P,TAK: 2 DEC-
. 1OR 1%2 .G5496G
io_ _o_ D= 7 PEAK: 4 DEG
. ,_ k.oz .) • ,
c_l rl ¢_ t_ c
. :,._,, _,_..,, 1.50993
.125 CPS D: .7 PEAl<: 6 DEG
I ._9 I[_3 I.9_z!9
.125 C£S D: .7 PRAK- _ DKG
.I °_' CPS D: 9 o-^,,: 2 DEG
3 . 4722GE- OZ.' .&45535
.!25 CPS D: .9 P_TAK: 4 DEG
.24969 .G_q706_
1';'- " " cA "-• -., _P., D: .9 P.'_ t_ F:; DEG
._7173[_ 1 .050_
TS: .3415 SFC TN: 1.5396 SEC
.41255_ .9995_7 .78 505_
I
TS: .86 SEC TN: 1..=,3c-,6. ,_mC:.
I .57553 .999484 . 7_ 4993
TS: .102 SEC TN: 1.41_11 SEC
,',c)c_z,o I. 16.9.95. l'l_05g ,-_ .....
TS: ._005 SEC TH: 1.41ZIISYC_
.9'601,_ _, _qc)G_2 1 ,G6191
TS= ._15 SEC TI": 1.41_'11 S_C
I.70172 .9990,q9 2,10042
TS: .9375 SEC Tt:: 1.41RII SEC
2,40._ 1 ,999384 2,51906
TS= ,0005 SEC TN: i,5i745 _-_"""
7,15611E-03 ,6_421 ,96;7755
TS: ,212 SEC TN: 1.317"45 _SC
.259604 .999217 I. 75762
,,&
TS:, ;452 SEC-TN- 1.31745 SEC
•6g 1743 .999591 2.3 4145
m IIi llml IN lliill llm lllil IIIIII lllllllll III _II
.125 CPS D: .9 PE_Y.: 8 DEG TS: .G SEC TN: 1.31745 SRC
1,0_772 1,&7415 1,07762 ,999711 2.888G3
.125 CPS D: .9 PEAK: 10 DEG TS: .7025 SEC TN: 1.31745 SEC
I•449_4 1•717G_ I•45952 .998918 _ .41523
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TABLE I. (Continued)
_XPG2 17:25 WED. 05106/70
^ERROR ERROR ERRgR ERROR RATE ERROR ACCEL.
@P TS AT TN AT TS+iO MS. AT TS AT TS
[DEG. ] [DEG. ] [DEG.] [ DEG./SEC .] EG/SEC/SEC
.25 CPS D= .5 PEAK: P DEG TS: .45 , SEC TN: •7698 SEC
•797812 .946207 .797632 .999484 -5• 51384
.25 CPS D= .5 PEAK: 4 DEG TS: .583 SEC TN: .7698 SEC
I.80302 1.89241 I.81271 .999232 -6. 01835
,_m_mmm _m_imm_4m ,m
D: .5 PEAK= 6 DEG TS: ;641 SEC TN: •7698 SEC
2.83862 2. 78615 •995054 -8.41091
m_
D: .5 PEAK: 8 DEG TS: .671 SEC TN: .7698
3.78485 3.7463 .994115 -I0.782
D: .5 PEAK: 10 DEG TS: .69 SEC TN,.7698
4.73 104 4.70156 .989845 " 15. 1327
II till el el ID O ID ID IS _ID II ID ID
.25 CPS
2.77662
.25 CPS
5.75689
SEC
.25 CPS SEC
4.69232
.25 CPS D- .7 PEAK: 2 DEG TS: .301 SEC TN< •7090:55 SEC
•475861 .654966 •485665 .997156 -5 •567
lam _mmm_mmm_
.25 CPS D: .7 PEAK: 4 DEG TS: .469 SEC TN: .709095 SEC
1.19937 1.30993 I.P0909 .998095 -5•15425
.25 CPS D: .7 PEAK: 6 DEG TS: •558 SEC TN= •709055 SEC
I .88467 1.9649 I •89428 .99479l -6.83789
.25 CPS D: .7 PDAK: 8 DEG TS: .576 SEC TN: .709055 SEC
2.55686 2.61986 2.56656 .991915 -8,49014
m III ililiN ! e |mmm m me!J lil )ilJlJ
.25 CPS D: .7 PEAK:
en||mmmmo|emee||||||i|||
I0 DEG TS: .6 SEC TN: .709055 SEC
[ •
3.22285 5.274"5 3.23223 .990987 -10.1513
.25 CPS D= . PEAK: 2 DEG TS: .106 SEC TN: .658727 SEC
• 124945 .3,13 S53 .134681 .999217 -5. 15326
.25 CPS D: ,9 PEAK: 4 DEG TS: .3 SEC TN: _658727 SEC
.533862 .S87066 .543655 .999711 -4.14587
.25 CPS D: .9 PEAK: 6 DEG TS: .389 SEC TN- .658727 SEC
.911206 I•0306 .92094 .99859 -5.07176
.25 CPS D: .9 PEAK: 8 DEG TS: .442 SEC TN: .658727 SEC
1.27639 I .374 15 I.28604 .994605 -5.96156
.25 CPS D: .9 PEAK E 10' DEG _S= ,477 SEC TN:_._58727 SEC
1.63457 1.71766 1.64416 .993255 _6.84144
C8
TABLE I (Continued)
mlmmmmlmmmllmmmmlllmlmmllmmlmmmlllmlmlmmmlllllllllllmlmmlmmll
•5 CPS D-•5
.901506
PEAK= _ DEG TS: .R915
•946207, •910903
\
= CPq D: ._ PFAi(= 4 DFG TS: •5555• F , .
I._!g,,45 I._"9241 I•87732
•5 CPfi D- .5 PEAl<: 6 DEG TS- .3515
2 •_R245 2._;3 cq_2 2 •83079
•5 CPS D: .5
3.77246
m--_mmmmm--,
•5 CPS D: •5
4.72111
PEAK: S DEG IS: •3595
&.78463 5.78035
PEAK: 10"
75104
SEC TN: •5849 SEC
.999'252 ;5.15918
SEC TN: •3849 SEC
.994115 3.1231
SEC TN: .3849 SEC
.99479 3.09381
SEC TN: .3_49 S_C
.986654 3._]9966
DES TS: .3645 SEC TM: .3849 SEC
4.72848 .983069 3.0884
.5 CPS D: .7
CPS D: 7
• .2 •
1 •'d 7<q43
PEA]',: 2 DE,G TS: .2345 SEC TM= .354529 SIC
•6549_6 .609155 .998095 10.071 "/
,,_ a.m
PEAK: 4 DEG TS: .2[_? SEC TN: •&5452E SEC
I•30993 l.2875 l .991915 l6•4756
.5 CPg D: .7 P_AK: _ DEG TS: .50g SEC TN: .354528 SEC
1.94_44 1.96;49 1 •95125 .997695
.5 CPS D: .7 P_AK: 2 DEG TS: .319 SFC TN: .354528 SEC
2 _0 °r_ o Gl<_gg 2._111" , _92'2_56 29.024
• c, ,..)t._ ,_ • : .
,am m
.5 CPS I_: .7 PEAK: lO DEG TS: •3255 SEC TN: -.354528 SEC
• 0 • •3.2_06, 3.27493 ,5 26881 ; 999544 35.2892
. t
PEAK: 2 DES TS: .15 SEC TN: .329364 SEC
.3435,55 .27652 •999711 • I I .554,5
PEAl(: 4 DEG TS: .221 SEC TN:: .329364 SEC
.687066 .647556 .994605 19.7_36
PEAK: g DEG TS: •251 SEC TN: .329364,SEC
1.0306 1.00355 .992878 27.5983
22.79_4
,m
.5 CPS D: .9
.26693 1
I
.5 CPS D: .9
.638197
.5 CPS D: .9
•994383
.5 CPS D: .9 PEA_: g DES TS: .2675 SEC TN: .329364 SEC
1.34496 1.3 7Z13 1.35402
.5 CPS D: .9 PEAK: IF) DEG TS: .2785
1.69355 1.71766 1.70£58
• • , • ,
• 99818 35.$789
SEC TN: .329364 SEC
.99483 7 43.066
C-9
TAT_T._. !. (Continued)
ERRBR I_RBR ERR|R ERRBR RATE
AT "IS AT TN AT 1'3+10 8S• AT 'IS
ERROR ACCEL.
!
I CPS D: .5 PEAK: 2 DEG "IS= •168 SEC TN= •19245 SEC
,934471 •946207 •942189 •98334 6,17851
I CPS D: •5 PEAK= 4 DEG TS= •18 SEC TN= .19245 SEC
1 •88647 1 •89241 1 o89219 .966502 , 6Q07271
1 CPS D: •5 PEAK= 6 DEG TS= •184_SEC TN= •19245 SEC
2 •83 455 2 . 83862 2.8.3849 •972.086 6o 1078
1 CPS D: •5 PEAK= 8 DEG TS F •186 SEC TN= •1924.5 SEC
3•78168 3 • 78485 3 • 78389 •985293 6• 17821
L CPS D= .5 PEAK= 10 DEG TS= .l$75 SEC TN= •19245 SEC
4•72872. 4•73104 4 •73_6_ ". .•938924 5,89943
tlIIOIOIIllO||O|||III||OI|IllOOII||_|_|OIIIIOIIIIINOI|||||||
1CPS D= •7 PEAK= 2 DEG TS= •144 S TN: .177264 SEC ?
.639216 o654966 •64748 •991915 32•9_12
1CPS D= .7 PEAK= 4 DEG TS= .L595 S_C TN: .177264 SEC
1 o3013 4 1.30993 1 o3083 4 .992236 58 •048
1 CPS D=- .7 PEAK: 6 DEG TS: .!655 SEC TM= .177264 SEC
I •95934 1 o9649 1 •96478 •960539 82•707
I CPS D: ,,7 PEAK: 8 DEG TS: ,168 SEC TN: •177264 SEC
2•6153 2•61986 2.61984 o997692 107•894
1 CPS D: .7 PEAK: 10 DE(] TS= .17 SEC TN= o177264 SIC
3 o2 7135 3 •27483 3,27435 ,969413 132, _09
gl_ e _ _ m II _ m In_ o uP o e _ m e AID_ e o e e oqp o qll_ ,nm/e ann, _ 9u, eo e e e _ e e m e o e _um, _ e o _ lal, _ o o _ e e m o _ _ Iq ,
1. CPS D= •9 PEAK: 2 DE(] TS: •!105 SEC TN= •164682 SEC
.31 9099 •3 43_33 •32789 • 994605 39.4671
1 CPS D: •9. PEAK= 4 DEG TS: .134 SEC TN= .164682 SEC
• 672 73 • 68 7066 • 680794 ,988 733 70,6729
I CPS D= .9 PEAK: 6 DEG TS= .143 SEC TN: .164682 SEC
1.02022 1.0306 1 o0277 .996639 101.491
1 CPS D: o9 PEAK= 8 DEG TS= .148 SEC TN= ,164682 SEC
1.36609 1.37413 1.37289 .994144 132.049
1 CPS D= o9 PEAK= 10 DEG TS: .1515 SEC TN= .164682 SEC
1.71147 ! .71 766 1.71732 .962837 1(;2.238
C-IO
EXP02 171 |9 mE, 0610L 170"
AT _ AT TN AT TS+lO RS, AT TS
[DEG.] [ DEG. ] [DES,] [DEG,/SEC. ]
ERROR ACCEL.
DEGISEC/SEC
Ilii g ul aj I ! I a_ ! i ilq iii O i e ! go ll i!I iI ! ! I I i g I i ! I ! ql O I q ili Oi !1 Ill I Og I Jig It !|
2 CPS D= ,5 PEAK= 2 DEG TS= ,09 SEC TN= ,096225 SEC
• 945237 ,946207 .945159 .966502 lP.,1454
2 CPS D= ,5 PEAK= 4 DEG TS= .095 SEC TN= ,096225 SEC
t ._9084 [ .8924l l ,88575 ,985293 12,,3564
2 CPS D= .5 PEAK= 5 DEG TS= .0945 SEC TN= :096225 SEC
2.83795 2.83862 2.82381 ,781545 9.82244
2 CPS D= ,5 PEAK= 8 DEG TS: ,095 SEC TN= ,096225 SEC
3.78458 3.78483 3.76266 .737816 9.27L67
2 CPS D= ,5 PEAK= 10 DEG TS: ,095 SEC TN: .096225 SEC
4,73047 4.73104 4 • '70333 ,92227 11,5896
.... .; .... .............................
.6_0914 ,654966 ,_;5487 ,962245 [ 15,605
2 CPS D= .7 PEAK= 4 DEG TS= ,0885 SEC TN= 8,86319E-02 SEC
I .30993 I ,30993 l .30043 2.73134E-02 199.062
2 CPS D= ,7 PEAX= 6 DEG TS= .3915 SEC TN= 8,86319E-02 SEC
-6.96272 E-02 1,9649 -7.8l 629 E-02 -.989965 -27.9717
2 CPS D= ,7 PEA](= 8 DEG TS= .4005 SEC TN: 8,86319_-02 SEC
-, 10325 7 2.61986 -, 1 l 1589 -. 997303 -35.1959
STA .................................................... * ........
2 CPS D= ,7 PEAK: lO DEG TS= .407 SEC TN= 8,86319E-02 SEC
" ,15628 3.27483 -, L44256 " ,983043 "37,9_43
2 CPS D= ,9 PEAK= 2 DEG TS: ,0_7 SEC TN: 8._340_)E-02 SEC
,356565 ,343553 ,342727 ,988753 14 i .346
2 CPS D= ,9 PEAK= 4.DEG TS= .346 SEC TN= 8,23409E'02 SEC
7,57597E-02 *,687066 6,62934E-02 ",996124 4,25955
2 CPS D: ,,9 PEAK= 6 DEG TS: .,382 SEC TN= 8,23409E'02 SEC
6,91647[-02 1,0306 5,97322E-02 -,999971 [,84657
2 CPS D= .9 PEAK= 8 DEG TS= ,406 SE_ TN= 8o25409E'02 SEC '
6.43951E'02 1,374L3 5.50138E'02 ",99816 .200398
2 CPS D: ,9 PEAK: 10 DEG TS: ,423fl SEC TN= 8,23409E-01_ SEC
6,09009E-02 1.71766 5,15387E-02 - ,998887 -1 o0_203
C-If
TABLE i. (C ......... ed)
F_ _''_ _CCEL
pr;'_/_C/.e."E C
t
..... : - - Tt: .C,c,/IC
.".' !'- q7 ._, 1.31 5_
F'7_/: " P7 _" TO (" . "_C• ., : . 25 ,,qYC Tt,'- .n_/.'If .,..:' C i"f" " - i'
1 .:'? I"7
r' p c, % - :-:
'_:.. 7 7.:" /_1
PEO, v': 2 e7¢ TT- .O, GI5
.9 z_,,:9 _ 7 .93 ? 5 L,5
1 • " <"°/'1.... 1 .,._-,S7. :,.
7_C
.l 7.°1 °°
.7;' )6/.'5 1 .':. 733 7
it.
_7C TF:-- .ngz.,15 C-C
._¢:g9, _, I o k326
- • .., • - v'
PVb!"-- C P.F_ T.q= •q835
:'. _:',_? ,_." 9 7971 "'
3.7"'4cz _ 7:_42 _ _ 79e-,'-
7, Ck_ "- .",.
4.,_3 l!;"
_EC T_'-- .0',1415 q,r'C
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4 CPS DX .5 PEAK= DEG TS= .184 SEC TN=
4.81125Ea02 SEC
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4 CPS D: .5 PEAK: 4 DEG TS: .192 SEC TN:
4.81125Ei02 SEC
-,30_507 I .89241 -.500549 i8.82109E-02 I97.087
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4 CPS D: .5
4.81125E-02 SEC
6. 77992Em02 2.83862
4 CPS D: .5
4.81125E-02 SEC
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aa_ _aellmalmoml
4 CPS D: .5
4.81125E-02 SEC
.120713 4.73 104
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PEAK: 6 DEG TS: .52 SEC TN:
7.42902E-02 .966146 -67.1076
_ _ mlaoa_m o
PEAK: 8 DEG TS: .524 SEC TN:
. 100548 ,.94 197i -83.5876
PEAK: 10 DEG TS: .326 SEC TN:
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4.43159E-02 SEC
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4-CPS D: .7,; PEAK: 4 DEG - TS= ,201 SEC TN:
4.43159Ei02 SEC
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4 CPS
4.43159Ei02
i8.44526E-02
4 CPS
4.43159E-02
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4 CPS
4.43159E-02
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D: .7 PEAK: 6 DEG TS: .206 SEC TN=
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_ m i" oe
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DEG
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4 CPS
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4 CPS
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TABLE I. (Continued)
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2.05852E-02 SEC. "
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12 CPS D=] .5 PEAK: 2 DEG TS: .107 SEC TN:
I .60375Em02 SEC
2.29107E-02 .946207 2.3 7356E-02 .899579 "198.071
12 CPS D: .5 PEAK: 4 DEG
I .60375E-02 SEC
-1. 76382E-03 1.89241 -7. 70567E-03
12 CPS D: .5 PEAK: 6 DEG
1.60375E-02 SEC
-7. 58976E-03 2.85862 -.012296
12 CPS D= .5 PEAK: 8 DEG
1.60375E-02 SEC
-1.54055E-02 3.78483 -1.61012E-02
TS= .146 SEC
-. 990324
TS: .15 SEC
-.9926
TN=
I
84.6958
TN:
I17.9s7
TS: .153 SEC TN:
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12 CPS D: .5 PEAK= 10 DEG TS: .1_4 SEC TN:]
i.60375E-02 SEC
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20 CPS D: .5 PEAK: 8 DEG
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20 CP$ D: .7 PEAK: 10 DEG S: .075 SEC TN:
8._6319E-03 SEC
5o90156E-03 3.27483 5o51576E-03 .584431 -19_.012
20 CPS D:] o9 PEAK: 2 DEG TS: o04_ SEC TN:
8°25409E-05 SEC
4.50326E-03 ,343533 mI.OOE27E-04 . -'905756 156,923
20 CPS D: .9 PEAK= 4:DEG TS: ,052 SEC TN:
E_. 25409E-03 SEC
5.22823E-05 °68706iS -9,072_0E-04 -,950682 164.061
___ _ eDee el el ID el el el _ i_ ellel lied IIID el el el ee el lip ID el el eDml, ,m im, _ _mm Im mm _ m " m _ _ m_ mm
20 CPS D: .9 PEAK= _ DEG TS= .054 SEC TN:]
8o23409E-03 SEC
2o44061E-03
20 CPS
8.23409E-03
1.05267-0
20 C PS
8,25409E-03
3.07454E-04
I.0506 -165351,_E-05 : ','.995509 186,638
" - "" M
D: °9 PEAK: ,8 DEG TS= °056 SEC TN=
SEC
-2o09112E-05 -o89512 185.848
lell el elee el I_ee el II el ID eD ell el am le qll.eo _e qD el el el el e_ all el" _ el ul el el _ el el eD el e_ ID
D:] .9 PEAK: !0 DEG TS: °057 SEC TN=
SEC
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I,)[STING OF REMOTE DRIVING AIDS COMPUTER FROGP,_AI.iAND SI_/LAT!ON USED TO
CENEP,ATE T]"ST CASES (TRAVERSAL °THROUGH A CRATER FIELD)
qo
],q
Ii
2O
[D_NT 366,S2120,2064B,65054tC0X
OPTION FORTRAN
_ORTRAN
DIMENSION VRT(2OO),VPT(2OOi_IVBTPI2OO)gCAZT{2OO)gCELTI2OO)tlCAMTP[
1200),CAZCI2On),CELCI2OO),HC(2OO),VCI2OO),XI2OO),YI2[)O),Z(200),
2DELX(2OO),DELY(2OO),DELZ(2OO),YT(2OO),VT(2OO),ITP(200),
5CX(2OO),CY(2oO) ,CZ(
4FWRSY(II),RMWLSX(II
5POPLY(II),POPRX(II)
6GLPPOY(]].),GL".IIOX(]
7PRPLY(POO)_PRPRX(20
£),GCX(7, 61),_CY(7,
949,gl).HLX(O] ),HLY(
A ,R
F) IHENSION IPRA(II)
CO_,IMON/GfiCOH/S T ,CT
1 ,CA, SA
CO_4HON/PLTC(Y,!/RHP [
C_,,iMON / L I NCOM/X 1, Y
DATA( iPRA( I )_ I=l,l
O_ 38 I=I,40
.... ,,_,(_, k ..... (I),R
C_NTINt/F
nn l] T=1,P2
YT(I)=n,
VT(1)=,I25
ITD(I)=]
VRT(I)=O.
\/PT(I] -_
IV_TP(T)=]
C_ZT(T)=O,
CFLT(I)=-]O.
IC_4TP(I)=I
CX(II=q.
CY(I)=O.
C7(I)=q.
_.J£HA(I)=O,
CONTINUE
De 20 I=23,4q
RJqHA(f)=O,
CONTINtJE
_'N=]I
DDLY=6.
T_LY=].3
CMDLY=4.
T_4R=4,
Dl=.3
_2=,611
D_=.TBq
D4=.203
[)5=,6£5
06=.457
D7=.882
DR=O.
09=0.
DlO=i.7
200),RJSHA(2OO),FWLSX(ll),FWLSY(ll), FWRSX(ll),
),RMWLSY(11),RMWRSX(11),RMWRSY(11),POPLX(11),
,POPRY(11),GLPlOX(11)tGLP10Y(11),GLP20X(11),
1),GLMlOY(ll),GLM20X(11),GLM20Y(11),PRPLX(200),
O)tPRnRY(2OO)t R(7), GCRTX(7),GCRTY(7
61)'HCR(49),RC(49),RKC(49),CRATX(49,91),CRATY(
91),DELCX(2OO),DELCY(2OO),DELCZ(200)
JSPLX(II),RJSPLY(_II),RJSPRX(II),RJSPRY(II)
,bP,CP,SE,CE,SG,CG,DI,D8,D9,DIO,DII,XD,YD,ZD
Cs,RVPICS,RSCF
I,ZI,X2,Y2,NN
i)/41,45,49,59,61,69,77,85,93,101,i09/
KC(1),RC(1)
D-1
_ll=,Inl_
ACmTX(6):_8+DII
GCmTY(6):_O
GCmTX(?)=_B+hll
GCRTY(?):D9
MF_V=60.
\!FO\I=40.
PA=I.
C£=,7
QTR=,O1
TF_MIO:
RVOICR=
RgCF=RV
RHPICS=
DTMR=I,
_(I):5,
R(2)=lO
R(3):30
R(4)=10
e(5):O,
QRA=TAN
C_*****_ AT_
ATFM=OR
PTEM=C£
74533
1.*DTP
,254
PlCS/(2,*Dll*TAN(,5*VFOV*DTR)
RSCF*P.*DII*TAN(.5*HFOV*DTR)
/TMR
O.
CT
P(
e(
CX
CY
CZ
TS
(RA*DTR)
M'R(6)**2 + BTEM*R(6) + CTEM
A
*QRA
EM=(_I+DIO)*((DI+DIO)*QRA-CS)
6)=(-BTEM+SQRT(BTEM**2 -4,*ATEM*CTEM)
7)=R(6)+CS
(72)=I./24.
(22)=1./24.
(22)=0,
ROIJND DOWN FOR ISPTM, ROUND UP FOR ISPC
PTM=T_4R_(PDLY-TMDLY)+.O01
PC=TMR*(PDLY+CMDLY)+.999
53
i00
IqPCPl:IgDC+I
Dlm]O£=(D]+DIO)**2
FINHFV:SIN(,B*H#OV*OTR)
P£_=O,
ILmq=O
C^I.L PLOTE(lm,)
Dn 90n fJ:l,]l
IPR=IPRA(IJ)
X(1)=O,
Y(I)=O.
Z(1)=O.
IL]=IPR-ILPR
ll_O_=IP_
IF(IL1.GT. ISPC)GO TO
_n 5_ .;=?,I£oCPl
.JDILI=J+IL1
_FI_X(J):OFLX(JPIL1)
DELY(J)=DELY(JPlLi)
DFLZ(J)=DFLZ(JPlL1)
CONTINUE
GO TO 550
DQ 501 .J=2_ISPCPl
IT=IPR-ISPTM +J-2
IF(IT.GE.IPR)GO TO 230
i00
= 0
D-Z
)/(2,*ATEM)
915_
2qO
4_0
5n]
?nl
320
3_D
36o
45o
qoq
PFnF)(q,2)YT(TT) ,VT(IT),ITP(IT)
F{qOMAT(2FI2.m, 12)
_..J_ITF(&,6C)}YT(IT}tVT(IT)
IF(ITD(IT).LT.I)GO TO 230
REAr'>(q,p)VRT(!T},VPT(IT) ,IV£TP(IT)
*._PT TP (f_,_C)) VF4T (IT) ,VPT(IT)
D\/H:YT (IT)
DVV=VT ( [ T )
PVP=VPT(IT)
GO TO 4QC)
[TP]=[DR-I.qPC +J-2
eFAF)(5,PIHC( ITPl),VC( IT2] )
ulu TT_-(&,&n)HC(ITPl) ,VC(IT21)
DVH-=HC([T21)
D\/v=vc(TTpl )
D\/D----Ne
T c ,Ap ]: D T*'r__P \.IV
TE Mp 2 : D\lH_rb TO
rbrLX(J)=TEMPI_("COS(TEMP2)
.qFLY ( J ) = T FMD "[x- S IN( TEMP2 )
OELZ ( J ) =-F)ELX ( .J )*TAN ( PVP*DTR )
Ir---(IT.GT.IPR-1)GO TO 501
DFLCX(IT)=DELX(J)
r)EL CY (IT)--DFLY(J)
r_r:l (-Z(fT)=DFLZ(J)
C,_NT I _I,IF
Cn"! T IN[IF
_r_ 301 .]:l ,4
I RZ=TPP-] qPT_4 +d-1
IF( IVRTD(IS3).F_Q,1)GO TO 320
CONT I NtJF.
GO TO 340
VP=VRT(I£3)
VD=VDT(I£3)
VY=YT([£3)
GO TO "_60
VP=n.
VP=C).
[TEM]=IDR-I£PC
VY=HC(TTCM1)
ITEM: IPR-I SPTM
READ( 5,2)CAZT(ITEN),CELT(ITEM),ICAMTP(ITEM)
Wql TF(&,60)CAZT (ITEM) ,CELT(ITEN)
IF( [CAMTP(ITFM),LT,1)GO TO 4-50
CFL=CFLT(]TEM)
CAZ=CAZT (ITEq)
Gr) TO _O0
ITFMI=!P_-IqmC
REAr')( _,9 )CAZC (ITFM] ) ,CFLC( ITEM1 )
CFL.=CFI.C(ITEM1)
CAZ =CAZC ( ITEMI )
T _" M = W D _/.r') T r3'
_-T=C_£ (TFM)
<T= q IN (T_M )
TPq =VF_*DT P
Co=COq(TEM)
SP=S I N ( TEM )
D-3
600
60
22,0
300
410
451
101
TEM=CAZ*DTR
CE=COS(TEH)
SF=SIN(TFM)
TFM=CFL*DTR
CG=COS(TFM)
_G=SIN(TFM)
IOPO3=IPP+_
IF(IPR.GE.53)IPRPg=IPR+7
KK=h
DO 6000 ICL=IDR,IPRP3
ITA=ICL-IPR
ITAP42= ITA +ISPC+2
ITAP21= ITA +ISPTM+2
READ(5,2)YT(ICL),VT(ICL),ITP(ICL)
WRITE(6,60)YT(ICL),VT(ICL)
FORMAT(/,12EIO.3)
[_(ITP(tCL).LT.1)GO TO 220
eFAD(B92)VRT(ICL),VDT(ICL),IVRTP(ICL)
WRITF(&,60)VPT(ICL),VPT(ICL)
IF(IVBTP(ICL).LT.1)GO TO 220
DVH=YT (ICL)
PVV=VT(ICL)
DVD=VPT (ICL)
TFMOI=RTMR_PVV
TEMP2=PVH_DTO
DELXIITAP21)=TEMPI_COSITEMP2)
DELY(ITAP21)=TFMDI*_IN(TFMD2)
DFLZ(ITAP21)=-DELX(ITAP21)_TAN(PVP*DTR)
bELCX(TCL)=DFLX(ITAP21)
DFLCY(ICL)=D_LY(ITAP21)
DFLCZ(TCL)=DFLZ(ITAD21)
READ(5,2)HC([CL),VC(ICL)
WRITF(6,60)HC(ICL),VC(ICL)
PVH=HC(ICL)
DVV=VC(ICL)
PVP=O.
TEMPI=RTMR*PVV
TEMP2=PVH_DTR
DELX(ITAP42)=TEMPl_COSITEMP2}
DFLY(ITAP42)=TEMPI*sIN(TEMP2)
DFLZ(ITAP42)=O.
IF(ICL.GT.IP_)GO TO 3n0
GO TO 410
IF(8_(KK/8).N.E.KK)GO TO 35
DO 451 J=2,ITAP42
X(J) =DELX ( J)+X ( J-1 )
Y(J)=DELY(J)+Y(J-I)
Z(J)=DELZ(J)+Z(J-1)
DO 101 J=2,ITAP21
IT=IPR-ISPTM +J-2
CX(IT)=CX(IT-1)+DELCX(IT)
CY(IT)=CY(IT-1)+DELCY(IT)
CZ(IT)=CZ(IT-I)+DELCZ(IT)
XIOPTA=X(ITAD42)
YIOPTA=Y(ITAP42)
Z10PTA=Z(ITAB42)
READ(5,P)RJSHA(ICL)
D-4
BO2
RJgH=R,JSHA(ICL)
WRITE(6,60)RJSHA(IEL)
TENPl=XIOPTA+DB
TEMP6=YIOPTA-.5*D2
TEMPT=YIOPT_+,5*D2
TFMPS=Y]OOTA-.5*D4
CA=].
£A=O.
CALL P_FGH
XI=TEMPl
YI=TEMP6
ZI=ZlOPTA
X2=TEMPl+2BOq,*COSIRJSH*DTR)
Y2=Y1+2300,*SIN(RJSH*DTR)
CALL LINE(RJSPLX,RJsPLY)
YI=TFMP7
Y2=Y2+D2
CALL LINE(RJSPRX,RJ_PRY)
TFM2=VY*DTR
CA=C_g(TFM2)
SA=SIN(T_M2)
CALL PREGH
X2=TEMD!
YI=TEMPS-.B*D2
Y2=YI+D4
CALL LINE(FWLSX,FWL_Y)
Y]=YI+D2
Y2=Y2+D2
CALL LINE(FWRSX,FWR_Y)
Xl=Xl-_
X2:XI
YI=Y] _
Y2=Y2-_2
CALL LINF(RMI,ILgX,RMWLSY)
Yl=Y1+_2
Y2=Y2_2
CALL LINF(R_fRSX,RMWRSY)
ILS=ITAP21
IF(ITA,EQ,O)TL5=I
DO B_P I=ILS,ITAP42
CALL
CALL
CnNTI
T_PI=XI0PTA+D_
XI=TE_DI
X)=TEMPI+23O_,*COS(HC(ICL)*DTR)
YI=TEMD6
Y2=TEMP6+230q,*SIN(HC(ICL)*DTR)
CALL LINE(PO#LX,POPLY)
YI=TEMP7
Y2=Y2+D2
CALL LINE(POPRX.POPRY)
X]=TEMD1
TEMI=(HC(ICL)+IO,)*DTR
TEM2=TEM1-20.*OTR
X2=XI+2BOO°*COS(TEM])
GH (TEMP] ,Y( I )-.5"D2 9Z( I ) 9PRPLX ( I ) oPRPLY ( I ) )
GW (TEMPl ,Y( I )+, 5-r')29Z( I ) tPRPRX (I ) tPRPRY ( I ) )
NtJE
D-5
B1
1
30
50
51
52
35
6000
Y]=YIOPTA
Y2=YI_2300,*SINITEMI)
C_LL LINF(GLD!OX,GLPlOY)
X2=XI+2BOO,*COS(TEM2)
Y2=Y1+23OO,*SINITEM2)
CALL LINE(GLMIOX,GL_10Y)
TFMI=(HCIICL)+20.)*_TR
TFM2=TPM]-40._DTR
XP=XI+?BOO.*cOS(TEM])
YP=Yl+P_OO.*SIN(TFMl)
CALL LTNE(GLD20X,GLP20Y)
XP:XI+PIOO._COg(TEM2)
YP=YI+P_OO,*£IN(TEM2)
CALL LINE(GLM20X,GLM20Y)
DO 31 I=1,5
GCRTX(1)=TEMPl
GCRTY(I)=YIOPTA
CONTIN_JE
TFPMq=DTP_(6m.-HC([CL))
nn In J=1,61
TERMI=TEPM9+TERMIO_FLOAT(J-1)
TFRMP=qlN(TFPMI)
TFRM_=COS(TFpMI)
DO t0 I=I,7
I=(R(i).LT.I.E-6)GO TO 30
TEMP=ZIhPTA
IF(I.GT.5)TEMP=O.
CALL GH(GCRTX(1)+R(1)*TERM2,GCRTY(1)+R(1)*TERM39TEMPtGCX(I,J)t
GCY(I,J))
CONTIN_JE
IF(IPP,LT,49)GO TO 50
C_''L_ PLT(FWLSX,FWLSY,II)
CALL PLT(FWRSX,FWR£Y_II)
C_LL PL_T(R_WL£X,RMWLSY,I] )
CALL PLT(RMWRSX,RMWRSY,11)
CALL PLT(GLPIOX,GLPIOY,11)
CALL PLT(GLP20X,GLP20Y911)
CALL PLT(GLH10X,GLM10Y,I1)
CALL PLT(GLM20X,GLM20Y911)
CONTINUE
IF(IPR.GE.49)GO
DO 51 I=I,5
_ 5] .I:I,61
GCX(I,J)=-I.F6
CONTINIIE
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
TO 52
PLT(DRPI.X,PRPLYt42)
PLT(PRPPXgPRPRY,42)
PLT2(GCX,GCYgV, 61)
PLT(POPLX,POPLY,11)
P[_T(POPRXtPOPRY,11)
PLT3(RJSPLX,RJ_PLY,ll)
PLT3(RJSPRX,RJ_PRYt11)
KK=KK+I
CONTINLIF
CRCHX:(RS5-1.)*(87. *I./8.)-CX(IPR-20)
CRCHY:(RS5-1.)*CY(IPR-20)
DO 2100 l:l,aQ
D-6
21_0
606
182
180
666
677
678
179
9no
$
CPLT
WqTTF(6,60
FOR_AT(/,3
DO 182 I=l
WRITE(6,66
CONTIN_JE
WRITE(6,18
FOPMAT(/,B
DO 210_ M=I,O!
CRATSX= HCR(I)+CRCHX+RC(I)*COS(FLOAT(M-1)*4.*DTR)
CRATSY= RKC(I)+CRCHY+RC(I)*SIN(FLOAT(M-1)*4.*DTR)
C_ATX(I,M)=G(CRATSX,CRATSY,CZ(IPR-20))
CRATY(I,M)=H(CRATSX,CRATSY,CZ(IPR-20))
IF(I.GT.1)GO TO 210O
R_=M
TEMP=CZ(IPR-2QI- 50.*COS((RM-46.)/90.)**2/ABS(RM-46.2)
HL×IM)=G(2BQn.+CRCHX,-IBBO.+(FLOAT(M-II/90.I*2660.+CRCHY,
HLY(_I=H(2B_n.+CRCHX,-13BO.+(FLOAT(M-II/90.)*2660.+CRCHY,
CONTINt;_
6)
X,IHX,gX,1HY_gX,1HZ)
6)X(I),Y([) tZ(I),I
X,4HDELX,6X,4HDELY,6X,4HDELZ)
D_ 18! I=l,5m
WP[TE(6,666)DELX(I),_ELY(I),DELZ(I),[
FQRHAT(/,qEI_.3,I6)
C_NTINIJF
!^IPITF(6,677)
FORMAT(/,gX,_HPRPLX,5X,5HPRPLYt5X,5HPRPRX,SX95HPRPRy)
_ 179 l=],_m
WRITE(6,678)PRPLX(1),PRPLY(1)tPRPRX(1)gPRPRY(1),I
FORMAT(/,4Eln.3,16)
CONTINUE
CALL
CALL
CALL
CONT
£TOP
FklD
FOR
PLT2(CRATX,CRATY,49,91)
PLT(HLX,HLY,91)
PLOTE(2m.)
INt!E
TRAN DECK
£LIRROUTINE DLT(XX,YY,N)
DIMENSION XX(N),YY(N),X(500) tY(500)
COMMON/PLTCOM/RHPIC59RVPICS,RSCF
XMIN=-.5*RHPICS*39.37
X_AAX= .5*RHPlCS_39.37
Y_)IN:O.
Y_AX=RVPlCS*_9.B7
DO I I=I,N
X(II=XX(I)*3O.37
Y(I)=YY(I)*30.37
IF(X(I).LT.XMIN.OR.X(I).mT.XMAX)GO TO 1
IF(Y(I).LT.Y_IN.OR.Y(I).mT.YMAX)GO TO 1
IF(I.EQ.1)GO TO 2
IF(X(I-1).LT.XMIN.OR.X(I-1).GT.XMAX)GO
IF(Y(I-1).LT.YMIN.OR.Y(I-1).GT.YMAX)GO
CALL SYMBOL(X(I),Y(I),I.E-3,O,O,,-2)
GO TO 1
CALL SYM_OL(X(I),Y(I),I.E-3,0_O.,-1)
CONTINIIE
nFTURN
END
TO 2
TO 2
TEMP)
TEMP)
D-7
$
CPLT2
$
CG
F'GRT_At'! DEC<
qlJBqO!lTI NF PLT3
DI_ENSION XX(N)
CO'4MON/DLTCOM/R
XMIN=-.5*RHPICS
XMAX= .5*RHPICS
YMIN=O°
Yq&X=RVPICS*39.
DN ] I=I,N
X( )=XXCI)*3Q.3
Y( )=YY( I)-3_.3
(XX,YVtN)
,YY(N)tX(5OO)tY(500)
HPIC_,RVPICS,RSCF
*39.37
_39,37
37
(1).LT,XMIN.OR.X(1).mT.XMAX)GO TO
(1).LT.YMIN,OR°Y(1).mT°YMAX)GO TO
.EQ.])GO TO 2
(I-1).LT.XMIN.OR.X(I-1).GT°XMAX)GO
(I-1).LToYMIN.OR.Y(I-1)°GT°YMAX)GO
.EQ.2)GO TO 2
SYMROL(X(I),Y(I)tl.E-3tOtO°t-2)
IF X
IF Y
IF I
IF X
IF Y
IF K
CALL
K=2
GO TO I
CALL SYHBOL(X(1),Y(1),I.E-39OtO. 9-1)
K=t
CONT!N(JE
FN_
FORTRAN DECK
TO
TO
2
2
SURROUTINE PLT2(XX,YY,M,N)
DIMENSION XX(M,1),YY(M,1),X(BO1),Y(301)
COMMON/PLTCOM/RHPICs,RVPICSgRSCF "
XM!N=-,5_RHPTCS*39.37
X_AX= .5*RHPICS*39.37
YMIN=O.
yMAX=RVPICS*q9°37
DO 1 K:I,_
Dn 1 I=],M
X(I):XX(K,I)*39°37
Y(I)=YY(K,I)*_O._7
IF(X(I).LT°XMIN.OR°X(I)°mT.XNAX)GO TO 1
IF(Y(i).LT.YMIN.OR.Y(I)._T°YMAX)GO TO 1
IF(I.EO.I)GO TO 2
IF(X(I-1).LT.XMIN°OR.X(I-1).GT.XMAX)GO TO
IF(Y(I-1).LT.YMIN.OR.Y(I-1)°GT°YMAX)GO TO
CALL SYMBOL(X(1),Y(1),I°E-3tOtO°t-2)
GO TO I
CALL SYMBOL(X(1),Y(1),I.E-3tO,O.t-1)
CONTINIJE
RFTURN
END
FORTRAN DECK
2
2
FUNCTION G(X,Y,Z)
COMMON/GHCOM/ST ,CT,bP,CP,SE, CE,SG,CG,DI,D8 ,D9,DIO,DI 1 ,XD,YD,ZD
1 ,CA,SA
COMMON/PLTCOM/RHP ICs, RVP ICS,RSCF
XR I=CA*X+SA*Y
D-8
$
CH
$
S
CDREGH
Y_I:-SA*X+CA*Y
Zml:Z+Ol
Xn2:CT*XRI-ST*ZR1
ZR2:ST_XB]+CT*Z_I
Y_:CP*YRI+SP*ZB2
ZR3=-SP*YRI+CP*ZR2
XC=XB2+D8
YC=YRB+D9
ZC=ZBB+DIO
XD=XC*CE*CG+YC*SE*CG-ZC*SG
YD:-XC*SE+YC*CE
ZD:XC*CE*SG+YC*SE*SG+ZC*CG
G= #SCF*D11*YD/XO
m_TURN
EN_
_ORTR_N DECK
FUNCTION H(X,Y,Z)
CO_4MON/GHCOM/ST ,CT,,_P, CP,SE, CE tSG,CG,DIgD8 ,Dg,DIO,D11 ,XD,YD,ZD
,CA_SA
COMMON/PLTCOM/RHP IC_, RVP ICS, RSCF
X=X
Y=Y
Z=Z
H= (RVP ICS/2 • )- (RSCF*D 1 I_ZDIXD )
_ETURN
ENr)
Fr_PTqZ_N
SUBROUTINE LINEIXtY)
DIMENSfON X(1),Y(1)
COMMON/LINCOM/X!,YI,Z!,X2,Y2tNN
RFN=I./FLOAT(NN-1)
CALL GH(X1,Y1,Z1,X(1)_Y(1))
CALL GH(X'2,Y2,Zl,X(NN)tY(NN))
IF(Y(1).GE,O.)GO TO 2
IF(Y(NN)°LE.q.)GO TO 2
X(])=X(1)+YI!)*(X(1)-X(NN))/(Y(NN)-Y(1)
Y(])=O°
Cq_TINtJE
D×=X(NN)-X(1)
DY=Y(NN)-Y(1)
DO ] I=2,NN
TEMD=FLOAT(I-])*RFN
X(I)=X(1)+TEMP*DX
Y(I)=Y(1)+TEMP*DY
RETURN
END
FO_TR^N
SURROUTINF POFGH
DI'_ENSION T(3,3),C(3,3) tel3,3)
CO'4MON/PREGHC/TgDELTXgDELTYgDELTZ
COMMON/GHCOM/ST .CT _ 5P,CP _SE _ CE, SG tCG 9D1 _D8 ,D9 tDlO tD11 ,XD tYD tZD
I,CA,SA
C(I,I)=CG_CE
C(1,2)=CG*SE
D-9
CGH
C 1,3
C 291
C 292
C 2,3
C 3,1 =
C 3,2 =
C 3,3 =
I,I =
g 1,2 =
B 2,I =
B 2,2 =
2,q =
B,] =
q q,2 :
Dq I =
_n 1 J=
c=A.
DO 2 K=
q=_+C( f
T( I ,J)=
DELTX=C
DELTY=C
DFLTZ=C
DFTtJ_N
END
Pr_TPA
:-SG
:-SE
:CF
=C).
SG*CE
qG*SE
CG
CT_CA
CT'sSA
-ST
SP _ST * C A-C P*.'5 A
SP_ ST*S A+CP*CA
£P_CT
CP*ST*C _,+SP*sA
CP*ST*S A-SP*CA
CD*CT
1.3
]93
9K) *q( K9 d l
(I,I)_D8 +C(I,2)*D9
(2,1)*D8 +C(2,2)*D9
(3,1)_D8 +C(3,2)_D9
£tlPROt/T
r> _"4F N S f
C(%:IMON /
COMMON /
I,CA,SA
COHPION /
Z_=Z+DI
XD=T ( 1 ,
YD=T(2,
+C( 1,3 )*DIO
+C( 2,3 )*Dln
+C( 3,3 )*DIO
INF GH(X,Y,Z,G,H)
C_N T(%,_)
PREGHC / T ,DELTX, DELTY, DELTZ
GHCOVlST ,CT ,_ ,CP,SE,CE,SG ,CG,DI ,D8 ,Dg,DIO ,DII ,XD,YD,ZD
PLTCOM/RHPIC3,RVPICS,RSCF
I)*X +T(1,2)*Y +T(1,3)*ZA +DELTX
I)*X +T(2,2)*Y +T(2,3)*ZA +DELTY
Z_:T(3,1)_X +T(3,2)*Y +T(B,3)*ZA
q=_SCF*DII*Yn/XD
H=.5*RVPICS-RSCF*DII*ZD/XD
PFT[IRN
END
FX ECUTE
$ LIMITS 30,38000t,15000
I_. -5. 1.5
14. -4. 1.2
20- .5 .35
2Q, -o5 035
27. II. 8.
23. -5. .6
28. ]. ].
25.5 n. .5
29. -2. .5
!7. -20. I0.
15. 6. .5
8. -1. .I
+DELTZ
D-IO
9 •
ii.
II.
12o
i_.
15.
15.
16•
17.
17.
19.
19o
18.
18.
20.
21.
21.
22•
22•
23.
24.
24.
25.
26.
26.
27.
27.
28•
29,
_0.
_I•
13•
14.
14•
14•
15.
+I •
-5•
-I•
-4•
-2•
O.
--4•
O.
--4.
--2•
O.
O.
O.
2.
9.
•
-5•
6.
m] •
4.
6.
Q.
7•
4.
--'5•
4.
--I•
I.
"_.
--2,
4.
-'5•
20
2.
--6e
--4•
--40
--2-
--7e
--$o
--_.
--'7•
N.
I.
2.
I.
.iii
2.
.I
I.
.125
2.
.125
4,
.I
'5.
•125
2.
.I
i.
.I
O,
•167
--I•
.125
O.
.I
.I
.I
,I
,I
.2
.2
.i
,2
.I
,2
ol
,I
.2
.]
.i
.]
.2
.2
.I
.I
.I
.2
.2
.2
.I
.I
•1
.2
,2
.I
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
I
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
D-11
0.50
0.50
0.75
0,75
1.00
1.00
1.25
1,25
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.75
2.00
2.00
2.25
2,25
2.50
2.50
2.75
2.75
3•
-2•
10•
O.
?o
+I•
3.
3.
3.
9.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.
:_.
-5.
3.
:'1.
_).
•125
2.
.I
4.
.767
.125
"4.
.I
I.
.167
I.
.167
--5,
•74"_
--4•
,I75
.125
.]25
.125
.125
o125
,125
.125
• 125
.125
.125
.125
.125
-125
.J25
.125
.125
.125
-125
.!25
.125
._25
.!25
--?.
.125
.125
_e
.]25
.125
I.
.!25
-10.
.11I
2.
.125
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
]
1
1
1
D-12
5.0i
5.0(
5.25
5.25
5,50
5.50
5.75
5.75
6.00
6.00
-4.
I.
O.
Oo
00
O.
O.
N.
+20
O,
-200
--4,
O.
+20
--5,
+Io
--7,
O.
O.
--9,
28.
28.
--7,
28.
28.
28.
O.
128.
O,
O.
280
O.
1.
28.
O.
Oo
3.
28.
Oo
50
28.
.125
.125
.125
.12 =,
.111
6.
,125
-10.
.1
7.
.125
o125
.125
o125
In.
.125
.167
11.
.125
-lOo
o167
12.
.125
.2
13.
.125
,125
]_,
.125
.167
8.
.125
.125
6.
.125
,1
4,
,125
.1
--],
.125
,125
--20
,125
-10.
,125
.125
.lab
--2.
.125
D-13
6.25
6,25
6.5C
6.5C
6.75
6.75
7.25
7.25
7.50
7.50
7.75
7.75
8.00
8,00
8.25
8,25
8.50
8.50
8.75
8.75
9.00
9.00
9.25
9.25
9'50
9,50
9.75
9.75
i0o00
i0.00
10.25
10.25
i_
_8,
_10
_>8.
_I•
I.
?.
_8.
-I,
3.
?8.
-2•
_8.
kS•
+•
_8.
-1•
{8.
I-2.
_8.
_5•
!8•
-15.
28.
[•
29.
).
!8.
27.
"1•
28.
•]67
--2•
•125
•125
O•
•125
,12"5
,125
•]43
,]25
•125
%,
,125
,]67
4•
.]25
-]n.
._?_
,]4 o
9•
•125
.]25
.125
,143
4.
.125
,l]l
4•
• 125
,125
=,•
•125
•125
5,
•125
.111
4,
.12_
-I0.
,1]]
4,
.125
.125
"_.
.125
.167
.125
.!If
2.
1
1
D-14
I0.
I0.
i0.
i00
II.(
ii.C
11.5
11.5
ii,_7
11._]
12.0
12.01
12,5C
12,5C
12,75
12,75
13,00
13•00
13,2_
13.25
13.75
13.75
14.00
14.00
14.25
14.25
14.50
14.50
14.75
14.75
_-28°
-5•
__8•
-7•
:6 •
?9•
-5•
;8•
9•
27.
--4.
28.
,9•
26•
28,,
.?6•
28,,
28•
28.
29•
O•
28•
27,,
O•
28•
28•
t•
28•
28.
,1.
D•
29•
2,,
28•
3•
28.
28•
?8•
"1.
28•
28•
-2•
25,,
•125
•111
2•
•]25
•143
.125
•143
.125
•]25
f)•
-10•
.125
.125
• 143
1.
.125
.125
1.
•125
.]43
2•
.125
.167
2,
.125
•125
• 125
.11I
.125
.1
2.
-]25
-10.
.125
2.
•]26
•]26
,125
.125
,,125
1•
.125
•167
,125
0]26
]
I
1
1
I
I
]
!
I
1
]
1
1
I
I
1
I
1
]
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
D-15
16,
16.
16•
16.
16.!
16.!
16.]
16.7
17.0
17,0
17.5C
17•5C
17,75
17,75
18•00
18,00
18.25
18.25
18•50
18,50
18,75
18•75
19,00 1
19,00 !I
19.25
-2,
_8.
_>7,
"3.
>6.
-2.
>8.
9.
_o
)8.
B0,
I.
?8.
29.
_.
28,
?6.
B,
28.
77,
2g.
26,
4,
28.
25.
4,
28.
28.
B.
?8.
9.
29.
B.
28.
9,
2.
28,
28,
2.
28,
29.
i.
28.
9,
29,
3,
Z8,
ZS,
i,
28,
4 .
.125
,]25
4,
.125
.125
.125
-]0.
.]?q
4.
.14"_
6.
.125
.]67
7.
.125
.143
7.
.125
.125
.]43
4,
.125
.14B
4,
.125
. 14B
B.
.125
-10.
,167
7,
,125
.167
6.
,125
,143
4.
.125
.14B
"B.
.125
.]2_
2.
.125
.125
],
.125
.125
I.
.125
1
1
]
]
1
1
1
1
1
]
1
1
1
1
]
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
]
]
1
1
1
I
]
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
D-16
19,2:
19.5(
i9.5(
19,75
19,75
20.0c
20,0_
20.50
20,50
Z0,75
20.75
21.00
21.00
21.50
21.5q
21.75
21.7b
22.00
22.00
22.25
22.25
_2.50
22_50
22,75
22,75
29,00
Z3.00
23,25
_3.50
23.50
2_to
Oo
28°
%
,]2B
,125
r p_l_jk_f_
D-17
,], ,
APPENDIX E OPELA21ONAL REMOTE DRIVING AIDS COMPUTER T:ROGRAM LISTING
ID
OP
DI",
! 90@
21_FL
"2
aF'/RSY ( ll
5POPLY ( 11
6GLP20Y ( 1
702PLY(20
8),C3CX(7,
A
CO'I_,_ON/G
C 0',','4 ON / P
C O vM'.qN / L
DO Ii [=
yT( [ )=Oe
VII I)=,125
ITP(1)=I
VRT(1)=O.
VPT( I )=0.
IVnTP(1)=I
CAZT( i)=0.
CELT(1)=-IO.
ICA_TP(1)=I
2J.qHAC I)=O,
11 C.nS!T I NIJE
D_ 2q !=2394n
RJSHA( I)=O,
?0 CONTINIJE
NN = 1 1
PDLY=6.
T_IDLY=I,B
CMDLY=4,
T '.-IR=4 •
Dl=,3
D2=,611
D3=.739
D4:. 20B
D_=,685
D6=,457
07=,8R2
DR=O.
D9=O.
DIO=I.7
DII=.1015
GCRTX (6 )=D8_-q I 1
GCR TY (6 )=F_')
GC _ TX (7) :F)8÷_ ] 1
GCP, TY (7 )=DO
V _","')V = L+q ,
RA=I.
C5=,7
[)TR=,01745_3
ENT 366.52120,2064B,65054 .COX
T iON FOPTPAN
RT R a N
_ I%1E,,,SION VRT(200) ,VPT(200), IVBTP(2OO) tCAZT(200) ,CELT(200),ICAMTP(
) ,CAZC- (2fin) ,C_LC(200) ,HC(20,0) ,VC(200) ,X (200),Y (200) ,Z(200) ,
X {2 C)O ),L)LL Y i /Uu J,t)rLL %Z UL) J I I I i ,_.'.)0 ),VT (2 O0 ) , l"_'iI" ( 200 )
PJSHA(200),FWLSX(ll),FWLSY(11), FWRSX(II),
),R_.VLSX(II),RMWLSY(II),RMWRSX(II) ,RMWRSY(II),POPLX(II),
),POPRX(II),POPRY(II),GLPIOX(II),GLPIOY(II) ,GLP2OX(II) ,
I),GLMIOX(II),GLMIOY(II) ,GLM20X(II),GLM20Y(II),PRPLX(200
0 ), PRPRX (200 ), PRDRY (200 ), R (7 ) , GCRTX (7 ),GCRTY
61),GCY(7, 61)
,RJSPLX(II) ,RJSPLY(II),RJSPRX(II ),RJSPRY(II)
HCOM I _qT ,CT, bP, CP, SE, CE, SG, CG, D 1 ,D8 ,D9 ,DI 0, D i i ,XD ,YD, ZD
LTCO,_/RHP IC_, PVP ICS 9RSCF
INC©M/XI,YI,ZI,X2,Y2tNN
1,22
7
E-I
TERMI0= I • B,'-DTR
RVPICS=.254
RSCF=RVPI CS/( 2• _"-DII"_('TAN( • 5*VFOV*DTR) )
RHPICS=RSCF_2.'_DII_TANI.5_('HFOV_DTR)
PT'_4R=I. IT_4R
R( I)=5.
R(2)=lO.
P,C'B)=SO,
R(4)=InO.
RIS)=n.
ORA=TA N ( R A*DT R )
C'_-_-x,-_-x-_,I-_,_'_-ATEt"!_'R(6)_("_('2 + BTEM_R(6) + CTEM = 0
ATFM=ORA
RT E_4=C S_,'-QRA
CTEM=(D]+DIO)_((DI+DIO)*_RA-CS)
RI6)=I-BTEN+SQRTIBTEM'X-_2 -4.'_ATEM_CTEM)
R(7) =R (6)+CS
C _x'<-_'',__,'-Y'_- ROtJND DOWN FOR ISPTN, ROUND [JP FOR
5B
i00
150
230
400
I ,g PT,_4= T MR _' ( DDLY-TMDL Y ) +. Onl
I £DC=T'.:R-_( PF)LY+C!4DLY ) +.999
ISpCDI=ISPC+I
b ID 10S= (D] +DIO ) *_2
SINHFV--SIN(._'HFOV_DTR)
ILDR=O
DO 955 IJ=lglO0
IPR=4].
X(1)=O.
Y( i)=O.
Z( 1)=O.
ILI=IPR-ILPR
It_PR=IDR
IF( ILI.GT. ISPC)GO TO IOO
,_D 5B .J=2,1_PCPI,__
JPILI=J+IL1
DFLX (J) =DELX ( JPIL1 )
DELY (J) =DELY ( JPILI )
t)E LZ ( J ) =DELZ ( JP I L1 )
CONT INUE
GO TO 550
DO 501 .J=2,I£PCP1
IT= I PR-I-SPT. _4 +J-2
I=(IT.GE.IPR)GO TO 230
READ(5,2)YT(IT) ,VT(IT) _ ITP(IT)
FORMAT(2E12.n_.I2)
IF(ITPIIT).LT.1)GO TO 230
READ( 5,2)VRT(IT),VPT( IT),IVBTP(IT)
PVH=YT(IT)
PVV=VT(IT)
DVD-VPT (IT)
GO TO 400
IT21=IPR-ISPC +J-2
READ( 5,2)HC(IT21)tVC(IT21)
oVH=HC ( IT21 )
PVV=VC(IT21)
PVP=(h.
TF Mp ] =OT*_R_DVV
TFMP2=PVH_-DTQ
)/(2.*ATEM)
ISPC
E-Z
501
55O
301
320
340
36O
45O
5OO
DELX(J)=TEMPI*COS(TEMP2)
DELY(J)=TEMPI*SIN(TEMP2)
DELZ(J)=-DELX(J)*TAN(PVP*DTR)
!F(IT.GT.IPR-1)GO TO 501
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
Dn 3_I J=l,4
I£q:IPR-ISPTM +J-I
IF(IVBTP(ISB).EQ.1)GO TO 320
CONTINUE
GO TO q40
VP=VRT(IS3)
VP=VPT(IS3)
VY=YT(I$_)
GO TO 360
VR=O,
VP=O.
ITEMI=IPR-ISPC
VY=HC(ITFMI)
IT=M:IDP-ISPTM
PEAD(5,2)CAZT(ITEM),CELTIITEM),ICAMTPIITEN)
IF(ICAMTP(ITFM).LT.i)GO TO 450
CEL=CELT(ITEM)
CAZ=CAZT(ITEM)
GO TO 500
ITEMI=IP_-ISDC
READ(5,2)CAZC(ITEM1),CELC(ITEM1)
CEL=CELC(ITEMI)
CAZ=CAZC(ITEMI)
TFM=VP*DTR
CT=COS(TF u )
qT=SIN(TFM)
TEM=VP_DTR
CP=COS(TPM)
5D:glN(TCM)
TEM=CAZ*DTR
CE:COS(TFM)
£F=SIN(TFM)
TEM=CEL*DTR
CG=COS(TEM)
SG=SIN(TEM)
KK=O
ICL:IPR
ITA=ICL-IPR
ITAP42= ITA +IgPC+2
ITAP21= ITA +ISPTM+2
READ(5,2)YT(ICL),VT(ICL),ITP(ICL)
IF(ITP(ICL).LT.1)GO TO 220
READ(5,2)VRT(ICL)gVPT(ICL),IVBTP(_CL)
IF(IVBTP(ICL).LT.I)GO TO 220
PVH=YT(ICL)
PVV=VT(ICL)
PVP=VPT(ICL)
TEMPI=RTMR*PVV
TEMP2=PVH*DTR
DELX(ITAP21)=TENPI*COS(TEMP2)
DELY(ITAP21)=TENP1*sIN(TEMP2)
E-3
220
300
410
451
e
DELZ(ITAP21):-DELX(ITAP21)*TAN(PVP*DTR)
READ(5,2)HC(fCL),VC(ICL)
PVH=HC(ICL)
PVV=VC(ICL)
P\/P=_.
TEMPI=RTMR*PVV
TEMP2=PVH*DTR
DFLX(ITAP&2)=TEMPI_COS(TEMP2)
BELY(ITAP42)=TEMPl_sIN(TEMP2)
DFLZ([TAP42)=O,
IF(ICL°GT.IPq)GO TO 300
GO TO 410
[F(8_(KK/8)°NE.KK)GO TO 35
DO 451 J=2,ITAP42
X(J)=DELX(J)+X(J-1)
Y(J)=DELY(J)+Y(J-1)
Z(J)=DELZ(J)+Z(J-1)
XlOPTA=X(ITAP42)
Y10PTA=Y(ITAP42)
ZlOPTA=Z(ITAP42)
READ(5,2)RJSHA(ICL)
RJSH=R.JSHA(ICL)
TEMPl=XIOPTA+D3
TFMP6=YIOPTA-.5_*D2
TEMP7=YIOPTA+.5_D2
TEMPS=YIODTA-.5_D4
CA=I.
SA=O*
CALL PPEGH
Xl=TEMPl
YI=TEMP6
ZI=ZIODTA
X2=TFMP]I+23ON._COS(RJSH_DTR)
Y2=Y]+2300._gIN(RJSH_DTR)
CALL LTNF(RJSPLX,RJ_PLY)
YI=TEMP?
Y2=Y2+_2
CALL LINF(RJSPRXgRJsPRY)
TEM2=VY_DTR
CA=COSITEM2)
SA=SIN(TFM2)
CALL PREGH
X2=TEMPl
YI=TFMPS-.5*D2
Y2=YI+D4
CALL LINF(FWLSX,FWLsY)
Yl=Yl+_2
Y2=Y2+D2
CALL LINF(FWPSXgFWRsY)
Xl:Xl-n5
X2=X1
YI=Y1-D2
Y2=Y2-D2
CALL LINE(RMWLSXtRMWLSY)
YI=YI+D2
Y2=Y2+D2
CALL LINE(RMWRSX_RMWRSY)
E-4
3O2
31
BO
696
955
I
IL5=ITAP21
IF(ITA.FO.O) ILS=I
DO B02 I=IL591TAP42
T_P 1 =,b.B'*'X ( I )
r_m_, v DDDLV . ) )CALL GH ( TEMP1 ,Y ( i )-.5_'D2,Z ( I ) jr-r',r-,-" ( I ) _ ..... (T
CALL GH(TEMPl,Y ( t )+o 5*D2,Z( I ) pPRPRX( I ) ,PRPRY( I ) )
CONT INllE
TEMP !=X 1OPTA+D3
Xl=TEMD1
X2=TE_/Pl+2BOr_.*COS(HC(ICL)*DTR)
Y1 : T F _',4D6
Y?=T E_.4P6+21OQ o _-SIN ( HC ( ICL ) *DTR )
CALL LIN_F(POPLX 9POPLY)
Y1 =TEMr)7
Y2=Y2+5)2
CALL LTNF(POPRX 9POPRY)
XI=TEMD1
TE"A 1= ( HC (ICL) +10., )*DTR
TE'42=T EM 1-20.*DTR
X2=X 1+2300., *COS (TEN 1 )
YI=YIOPTA
Y2=Y 1+23OO. _£ IN ( TEM1 )
CALL LtNF(Gt_DIOX,GLPlOY)
X2=X1+2300.1*COS (TEM2)
Y2=Y 1+23 O0 o,'-_S _ _( TEM2 )
CALL L INF( GLM ].OX _GL_,I OY )
TF_MI=(HC( ICL)+20.)*DTR
TEM2 =TEH 1-_.0. _DTR
X2=X 1+2300. -x-COS (TEM1)
Y2=Yl+23OO.-,'-S I N ( TEN1 )
CALL LINE(GLP20X _,GLP2OY)
X2=X 1+23 O0 .-x-COS ( TEM2 )
Y2=Y'. _4-z'300 • *S I ,N( T,E M 2 )
CALL LINEi GLM2OXtGLM2OY)
D r) .B1 1:1,5
GCRTX( I)=,'T#MPl
GCmTY( I )--YiOPTA
Cr)NT I N_JE
TF R M 9 = D T __ ( 6th • -HC"(ICL))
DO 30 J=19'61
TEPM I=TE RMg+T ERM10*FLOAT ( J-1 )
TE RM2=S I fl( TERM1 )
TERMB=COSITERM1 )
Dn BO I=;1,7
IF(RII).LT.1.E-6)GO TO 30
TFMP=Z 1OPT A
IF(I.GT.5) TFMP--O.
CALL GH(GCRTX( I)+R(1)*TERM2,GCRTY(1)+R(1)*TERM3,TEMP,GCX(ItJ)t
IGCY(I,.J) )
CQNT I N_;E'_
KK=KK+I
IF(IJ.GT.O_)HRITE(6,696) IJ
FORMAT( 1H t3X_. I6)
CON T INUF.
STOP
_N D
FOqTRAN
E-5
['
CLINE
$
CPREGH
qUEROUTINF LINE(X,Y)
DIMENSION ×(1),Y(1)
COMMO.N/L I NCO!4/X 1 ,Y1,, Z1 ,X2, Y2 _NN
RFN = 1 o/FLOAT (NN-1.)
CALL GII(X1,Y1 .,Zi FX (1) ,Y( 1 ) )
CALL GH(X2,Y2,.Z1,X(NN) DY(NN) )
IF(Y(1).GE,,O.)GO TO 2
IF(Y(NN)oLEoq.)GO TO 2
X(1)=X(1)+Y(1)*(X(i)-X(NN) )/(Y(NN)-Y(i) )
Y(1)=O.
CONT IN[IF
DX=X ( NN )-X ( l )
DY=Y(NN)-Y(1)
DO 1 I=2,NN
TEMP=FLOAT( [-I)_RFN
X ( I ) =X ( 1 ) +TEMP"'DX
Y(I):Y(!)+TEMP*DY
RETURN
END
FORTRAN
£tJPROUT I NF PREGH
DI'4ENSION T(q,3),C(3,3) ,.E(3,3)
COMMNN/DRLZGHC/T ,DELTX,DELTY,DELTZ
C(DMMO,N/GHCOM / <,T ,CT, 5P ,CP ,SE, CE, gG ,CG ,DI ,DR ,DO ,DIO ,DI 1 ,XD ,YD ,ZD
,CA,S
C.],!
C ],2
C 1,3
C 2,1
C 2,2
C 2,_
C 3,1
C 3,2
C q,3
R 1,1
R lt2
2,1
£ 2,2
B 2,3
B 3,1
B 3,2
B 3,3
DO 1
DO 1 J=l
S=O.
DO 2 K=].,
q=q+C(I,K
T(I,J)=S
DELTX=C(]
DELTY=C(2
DFI_TZ=C(3
PETURN
END
FORTRAN
A
=CG_Cc
=CG*SF
=-SG
=CE
=SG_CE
=SG_SE
=CG
=CT_CA
=CT_SA
=-ST
=SP¢_ST_CA-CP_sA
=SP_ST_S#+CP_CA
=5P_CT
=CP_ST_CA+SP_sA
=CP_STe_SA-SP_CA
=CP_CT
=1,3
,3
,I)_D8
,l)_b8
+CII,2)_D9
+C(2,2)'D9
+C(3,2)*D9
+C(I,3)_DIO
+C(2,3)_DI0
+C(3,3)_DI0
E-6
CGH
c.,tt p.r>(%[, T '[ ',1L-, _'-4 ( X , Y ,)Z ,, G _,H)...
r" f '_ E n! g T ,.q,",l T(B,B)
C_v;._C..'.I/op_CqHC/T ,,,,'b.,FL T X ,nFLTY t DELT7
C 0_!0t',11%_ C ()r'.i/< T ,C.T, _n ,CP *SE *CK * %G ,CG ,Di ,[b8 ,[')99010 ,[')i 1 ,XD tYD ,ZD
] ,, <"A ,.,5 A
Crb'!r,4_h; ''./DLTCOt_/RHP I ,?,'_, PVP '[ CF-., RSCF
?A=? +hi.
×U=T(L,])','-X +T( ].,2)*Y +T(].93}_ZA +[)EiTX
YD=T(?,I)-':-X +T(292)','-Y +T(2,_)'*Z,A +DELTY
ZD=T(t,,,!)*X +T("%,2)*Y +T(3,B)*ZA +DELTZ
G=RSCF*D1 I*Y.'b/X D
H=. 5"'-:_VP I CS-RSCF*D1 1-_'-ZD/XD
9F TtJR.x!
FND
.$ =X FCUTF
In LT"ITfl 3o,_£nnOt,15000 1
+I• •1!] I
-5• 2• ]
-i• •1 !
-4• I• !
-2• .125 !
-3• 2• 1
O• •125 1
-4• a• 1
O• .l ]
-4• o• ]
-5• •125 l
-2 • I)• 1
O• •l 1
0• I• l
O• .I I
2. n• !
O• • ]6v 1
5• -1. 1
-5. .125 1
5. O. l
9. •]2_ I
8• 2• I
-2• •I 1
9• 4• l.
-3. •167 1
I0. _• I
-3• • 125 ]
8• 3• 1
• .1 1
• I. 1
1. .167 1
• I. 1
. .167 ]
• -_. 1
5. .143 l
D. -4. ]
3. .125
3" .125
D. .125
). .125
). ,125
). .125
). o125
Do o125 E-7
0.50
0.50
0.75.
G.75
l.uO
1.00
1.25
1.25
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.75
2000
2.00
2,25
2,25
2.50
2.50
2.75
2.75
3.00
3000
3.25
3.25
3.50
3.50
5.75
3.75
4.0C
4.00
4.25
4.25
4.50
4.50
4.75
4.75
O•
O•
O,
O,
O,
O,
O•
Io•
Oo
0*
io•
10.
i0.
O•
O•
I-5•
--2.
0.
O•
-5
-2_
!0•
°;
-2•
O,
Oo
--5o
--2•
0o
0o
--5o
--2,
00
0o
--5•
-2o
O•
0,
'5o
--2•
0,
0o
--5•
--2*
0o
0,
-5.
-2o
0 •
0o
-5•
--2•
00
0o
--5.
--2,
o125
,125
,125
,125
•125
,125
• I ''_c:,-j
,125
o125
o125
o125
,125
,125
,125
-10,
o143
--30
,125
,143
--30
•125
,143
--3,
o125
o143
--3o
•125
,143
o125
,143
--3•
,125
•143
--3.
,125
oI_3
,125
--3•
o125
,143
--3•
,125
,143
--3o
I
I
i
I
1
I
I
1
I
1
1
I
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
I
1
I
I
E-8
5.00
5,00
5,00
5,00
5,00
5o00
5,00
5.00
5.00
5,00
5•00
5.00
5,00
5o00
5.00
5o00
5.00
5,00
5,00
5o00
5,00
5,00
io
5•
2.
•125
•143
--3•
o125
•14B
--3•
•125
•143
--3•
•125
•143
--3o
•125
•143
--3•
•125
•143
--3•
•125
•143
-3o
•125
,143
-3•
o125
• 143
--3•
•125
.143
-3e
o125
o143
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$
$
$
1
2
3
4
5
33
35
4O
45
5O
55
6O
65
7O
75
8O
85
9O
95
lO0
I05
II0
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
2OO
2051
210
25O
260
27O
28O
290
3OO
310
320
33O
340
35O
36O
37O
38O
390
4O0
410
42O
43O
440
APPENDIX G. Computer Programs Listings (FORTRAN IV Language) for the
Three Cases Applying to the JPL Vehicle. Case I Program Listing [_
as follows:
IDENT 366,52120,2064Bt72097,FILETTI
OPTION FORTRAN
FORTRAN
DIMENSION FWLSXiiO),FWRSXIIO),WMLSX(IO)tW_A_cvlI0)-FWFYIIn)-
I'IIX _4_ • . t, v •
RFFX(10),FBX(10),PPLX(182),PPLY(182),PPRX(182),PPRY(182),
GLP10X(182),GLPlOY(182),GLP20X(182),GLM10X(182)tGLM20X(182)_
GCTX(182),GCTY(182),GCHX(182),GCHY(182)PGCTHX(182),GCTHYI182),
CH1X(182),CH1Y(i82),CH2X(i82),CH2Y(182}
FWSY(IO),WMSY(IO) ,FWFY(IO),FBY(!O)
REAL N
D(X,Z)=(C_X)+IS*Z)+( 34, _S)
N(X,Z)=(-S_X)+(C_Z)+(34.¢C)
A(X,Y,Z)=(8°20*4._(Y/(D(X,Z))) )
B(X,Z)=6o7-(8.20_4o¢(N(X,Z))/(D(X,Z)))
Xq(R,X)=156.7+(R_(SIN((X-1.)*P))
X4(R,X)=(R_(SIN(IX )_P)))+4o
Y2(O)=(X2)*(TAN(C_P))
Y3(R,X)=R_(COS((X-l°)_P))
P=B,la15q265/]R0o
C=COS(5.*P)
S=SIN(5._P)
D_ 250 I=l,O
RI:I
FBY(1)=B(154,2,-7,75)
FWSY( I)=B(147°7,0,)
WMSY( I )=R( 120.7,0. )
FWFY( I)=B(156.7,-9.)
FWLSX(I)=A(147°7,(-17°+R[),O,)
FWRSX(I)=A(147,7,7.+RI,O.)
WMLSX(1)=A(120°7,-17°+RI,0.)
W_RSX(I)=A(120.7t7°+RI,O.)
FWFX(i)=A(156.7,-17.+RI,-9.)
RFFX(I)=A(156.7,7.+RI,-9.)
FBX(I)=A(154.2,(-6.75+(I.6875_((RI)-I,))),-7°75)
WRITE(6,210)FWLSX(1),FWRSX(1),FWSY(1),WMLSX(1),WMRSX(1),WMSY(1) ,
FWFX(I),RFFX(I),FWFY(I)_FBX(I)tFBY(I)
FORMAT(/,12EIO,3)
CONTINUE
DO 500 J=l,181
RJ=J
X5=156.7+((RJ)-l.)_(1,2_(RJ))
PPLX(J)=A(X5,-12°_O.)
PPLY(J)=R(X590.)
PPRX(J)=A(X5912og0.)
X2=156 7+((RJ)-I.)*_(1.2_(RJ))
GLPlOX J)=A((X2),Y2(IO.),0.)
GLPIOY J)=B(X2,O°)
GLP20X J)=A(X2,Y2(20°)_O°)
GLM1OX J)=A(X2,Y2(-IO.),0.)
GLM20X J)=A(X?*Y2(-20,),O°)
GCTX(J =A(X3(120._RJ)_Y3(120.,RJ),O°)
GCTY(J)=B(X_(120,_RJ)90o)
GCHX(J)=A(X3(1200,,RJ) _Y3(1200._RJ)_O.)
GCHY(3)=R(X3(1200._RJ)_O.)
GCTHX(J)=A(X3(I°2E&,RJ),Y3(I.2E4_RJ),O.)
GCTHY(J)=B(X3(lo2E4,RJ)_O,)
CH1X(J)=A(X4(2OI.9,RJ),Y3(201.9,RJ),O.)
G-1
5301
550
600
795
800
450 CH1Y(J) =B(X4(2OI.9,RJ) 90. )
460 CH2X(J)=A(X4(229.5,RJ),Y3(229.5,RJ) ,0.)
470 CH2Y(J) =B(X4(229.5tRJ) _0. )
475 WRITE(6,49-S)PPLX(J)._PPR'(J_-DDLV(J)-Ga D'_n_t ,).r_, p-_nx_ I_ G,MIOXl.;I,
4801 GLM2OX(J) tGLPlO.Y(J),GCTX(J) _GCTY(J)
495 FORMAT(/_12ElO°3)
500 CONTINUE
510 DO 600 J=itiSi
520 WRITE(6,550)GCHX(J) ,GCHY(J)_GCTHX(J) ,GCTHYIJ) ,CHIX(J),CHIY(J),
CH2X(J) tCH2Y(J)
FORMAT ( / 912E10.3 )
CONT [NUE
STOP
END
EXECUTE
LIMIT.£ 04_300001 , 100000
END JOB
G-2
APPENDIX G (continued) The Case 2 Prggram Listing is as follows:
33
35
40
45
50
55
60
70
75
80
85
90
95
105
II0
130
140
150
160
200
210
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
385
390
395
400
405
410
415
420
43O
475
480
495
5O0
IDENT 366,52120,2064B972097tFILETTI
OPTION FORTRAN
FORTRAN
..... _,l. rv - l.IL*i CV .l.l_(yUIMLNSION FWLSX(i0),rwKoA(10) , _ I_ILOA (q_)_v ,v,,-,,\_,, (I0)',
1 PPLX(182),PPLY(182),PPRX(182),PPRY(182),
2 GLPlOX(182),GLP10Y(182),GLP20X(182),GLMlOX(182)tGLM20X(182),
3 GC5X(182)tGC5Y(182)tGC10X(182)_GClOY(182)gGC20X(182),GC20Y(182),
4 GC30X(i82),GC30Y(i82),_nA(±OL,,G_n, (182),
5 FWSY(10),WMSY(10)
REAL N
D(X,Z)=(C_X)+(S*Z)+(34._S)
N(X,Z)=(-S*X)+(C_Z)+(34._C)
A(X,Y,Z)=(8.20*4.*(Y/(D(XtZ) )) )
B(X,Z)=6o7-(R.20_4._(N(X,Z))/(D(X,Z)))
X3(R,X)=]56.7+(R_(SIN((X-I°)_P)))
X4(R,X)=(R_(SINI(X-I.)_P)))+4,
Y3(R,X)=R_(COS((X-I.)WP))
P=3,14159265/180,
C=COS(5°_P)
S=SIN(5._P)
DO 250 I:i,0
RI:I
FWSY(1)=B(147.7,0,)
WMSY( I)=B(12N.7,0.)
FWLSX(1)=A(147°7,(-17,+RI)_O,)
FWRSX(1)=A(147,7,7o+RI _0.)
WMLSX(1)=A(120°7_-I7o+RI_O.)
WMRSX(1)=A(120,7t7°+RIgO.)
WRITE(6,210)FWLSX(I),FWRSX(I),FWSY(I),WMLSX(I) ,WMRSX(I),WMSY(I)
FORMAT (/, 12E10 • 3 )
CONT INUE
DO 500 J=l,lS]
RJ=J
X5=156o7+(IRJ)-l.)_(1.2_(RJ))
PPLX(J)=A(X5,-12._O.)
PPLY(J)=B(XS,0.)
PPRX(J)=A(XS,12.,O°)
X2=]56o7+((RJ)-1.)*(1,2*_(RJ))
J)=A((X2),Y2(IO,),O.)GLP10X
GLPlOY
GLP20X
GLMIOX
GLM20X
GC5X(J
GC5Y(J
GCIOX
GCIOY
GC20X
GC20Y
GC30X
GC30Y
GC3HX
GC3HY
WRITE
J) =B(X2,0. )
J) =A(X2 ,Y2 ( 20. )
J)=A(X2,Y2(-IO,
J)=A(X2_Y2(-20.
=A(X3( 186.85,RJ
=B(X3( 186.85,RJ
J =A X3 393,7,RJ
J =B X3 393,7,RJ
J =A X3 787,4,R.J
J =B X3 787,4,RJ
0.)
P0.
,Y3
10,
,Y3
t0°
PY3
186,85,RJ)_0.)
393°7,RJ),0,)
787.4,.RJ)_0.)
J =A X3 ll81.19RJ),Y3(llSI.t,RJ)_O,)
J =B X3 llSl.ltRJ)tO.)
J =A X3 11811.,RJ),Y3(1181].,RJ)_O.)
J =B X3 11811.,RJ),0.)
6,495)PPLX(J),PPRX(J),PPLY(J)_GLP10X(J)_GLP20X(J),GLMlOX(J),
1 GLM2OX(J),GLPIOY(J),GC5X(J)_GCSY(J)
FORMAT(/,12ElO.3)
CONTINUE
G-3
510 DO 600 J=ltl81
520 WRITE(6,550)GC10X(J),GC10YIJ),GC20X(J),GC20Y(J),GC30XIJ),
5301 GC3OY(J)_GC3HX(J),GC3HYIJ)
55O
6OO
795
800
I
$
$
$
FORMAT(/912E10.3)
CONTINUE
STOP
END
EXECUTE
LIMITS 04.30000Pt100000
ENDJOB
G-4
APPENDIX G (continued) The Case 3 Program Listing is as follows:
$
$
$
IDENT 366,52120,206@B,?2097,FILETTI
OPTION FORTRAN
FORTRAN
DIMENSION FWLSXIIO),FWRSXIIO),WMLSX{iO),WMRSX(iO},
1 PPLX(182),PPLY(182)oPPRX(182),PPRY(182),
3 GC5X(182),GC5Y(182),GCIOX(182),GClOY(182),GC20X(182)_GC20Y(182)_
4 GC30X(182),GC30Y(182),GC3HX(182),GC3HY(182),
5 FWSY(IO)gWMSY(IO),
6 R(8),GROTLX(IB2},GROTLY(182)D
7 GR22LY(182),GRBOLX(IB2)tGR30L
8 GR15RX(182),GRI5RY(182),GR22R
9 GR30RY(182),GPO7LX(150),GPO7L
A GP15LX(100),GP15LY(100),GP15R
B GP22LY(75)_GP22RX(75),GP22RY(
C GP3ORX(50)_GP3ORY(50) tl
33 REAL N
D(X,Z)=(C*X)+(S_Z)+(34°*S)
N(X,Z)=(-S*X)+(C*Z)+(34.*C)
A(X_Y,Z)=(3.18*C.*(Y/(D(X,Z))))
B(X_Z)=(5.-(3.IR*4.*(N(X,Z))/(D(X,Z}))}
X3(R,X)=I56.7+(R*(SIN((X-I.)*P)))
XA(R,X)=(R*(SIN((X-].)*P)))+4.
Y_(R,X)=R*(COS((X-I.)*P))
GRSX(X,Z)=I47.7+X*SIN((Z-1.)*P)
GRSY(X,Z)=X-X*COS((Z-1.)*P)
GRSPX(X,Z)=147°7+X*sIN(Z*I1.88/X)
GRSPY(X,Z)=X-X*COS(Z*11.88/X)
P=3,14159265/180,
C=COS(12.5"P)
S=S N(12.5*P)
P 1 =IA6,
R 2 =97,5
R 3 =64,
P 4 =51°
R 5 =216_
R 6 =I06,5
R 7 =69,5
R 8 =54,
WRITE(6,90)
FORMAT(IH,3X,5HFWLSX,5X_5HFWRSX,5X,4HFWSY,6X,5HWMLSX,5X,5HWMRSX,
DO 250 I=I,9
RI=I
FWSY(1)=B(147.7,0,)
WMSY(1)=B(120.7,O,)
FWLSX(1)=A(147.7,(-17.+RI),O.)
FWRSX(1)=A(147,7,?,+RI,O,)
WMLSX(1)=A(120,7_-lT,+RItO,)
WMRSX(1):A(120.7,7.+RI,O,)
WRITE(6,210)FWLSX(1),FWRSX(1),FWSY(1),WMLSX(1),wMRsx(1),WMSY(I}
FORMAT(/,12ElO.3)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,254)
FORMAT(IH,3X,4HPPLX,6X,GHPPRX,6X,4HPPLY96X,6HGLPlOX,4X,
2551 6HGLP2OX,4X,6HGLMIOX_qX,6HGLM2OX,4X,6HGLPIOY,4Xp4HGCSX_6X,4HGCBy)
260 DO 500 J=l,181
270 RJ=J
280 X5=I56.7+((RJ)-I°)*(I.2*_(RJ))
35
40
45
50
55
60
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
92
95
105
II0
130
140
150
160
200
210
250
252
254
GRISLX(182)tGR15LY(182},GR22LX(182),
Y(IB2),GRO?RX(182)gGRO7RY(182),
X(182),GR22RY(182),GR30RX(182),
Y(150),GP07RX{150),GP07RY(150),
X(100),GP15RY(lOO),GP22LX(75),
75),GP30LX(50)gGP30LY(50),
D(IO)_RID(8)
G-5
290
300
310
380
385
390
395
400
405
410
415
420
430
475
4801
495
500
502
504
5051
510
PPt_X (J) =A (X5,-I 2. ,0. )
PPLY(J)=B(X5,0. )
PPRX(J)=A(X5, 12.,0.)
GCSX(J)=A(X3(_ i86o85,RjI ,Y3(I _toooo.,_,_,_-_),0.
GC5Y(J)=B(X3(186,.85,RJ),0_)
GCIOX J =A XB(393.7,RJ) ,Y3(B93.7,RJ),O.)
GCIOY J =B X'B(BgB.7tRJ),O.)
GC20X J =AXB(787.4,Rj) tYB(787.4,RJ)tO.}
GC20Y J =P, X'-_(787.4.,RJ),O.)
GCBOX J --A XB(llSl.l,RJ)tY3(llSl.ltRJ)tO.)
GCBOY J =B XB(I181.1,RJ),Oo)
GCBHX J =A XB( 11811.,RJ)tYB(11811.tRJ),O°)
GCBHY J =B X3(11811.,RJ)tO.)
WRITE 6t495)PPLX(J) tPPRX(J)tPPLY(J) ,
GC5XCJ) ,GCSYIJ)
FORe, AT (/* 12E 10.3)
CONT INUE
WRITE(6,504)
FORM AT ( ZH, 3X, 5HGC 10X, 5X ,5HGC IOY t5X, 511GC2OX, 5X, 5HGC2OY, 5X, 5HGC30X t
5 X, 5HGC 30Y, 5X, 5HGCBHX, 5X, 5HGC3HY )
DO 600 J=l,18]
520 WRITE(6,550)GCIOX(j),GCIOY(J),GC20XCJ),GC20Y(J),GC30X(J)t
5BOI GCBOY(J),GC3HX(J},GCBHY(J)
550 FORMAT(/t12ElO°3)
600 CONTIN[.!E
610 WRITE (6,620)
620 FORMAT(1H,3X,6HGRO7LX,4X.6HGRO7LY,4Xt6HGRO7RXt4X,6HGRO7RYt4Xt
1 6HGR15LXt4X,6HGR15LY,4X,6HGR15RX,4X,6HGR15RYt4X.,6HGR22LX,4X,
2 6HGR22LY,4X,6HGR22RXt4Xt6HGR22RY)
K= It181DO 850
RK=K
GROTLX K =A
GROTLY K =B
GR15LX K =A
GR15LY K =B
GR22LX K =A
GR22LY K =B
GRBOLX K =A
GR3OLY K =B
GRO7RX K =A
GRO7RY K =B
GR]SRX K =A
GRI5RY K =B
GR22RX K =A
GR22RY K =B
GR!ORX K =A
GR3ORY K =B
WRITE(6,840
650
660
670
680
600
700
710
720
730
740
75O
760
770
780
790
800
810
82O
830
8311
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
SRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRSX R
GRO7LX
1
1
2
2
B
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
K
tRK
_RK
,RK
,RK
,RK
,RK
tRK
iRK
,RK
tRK
iRK
iRK
,RK
iRK
,RK
tRK
,GRO7LY
,-GRSY(R(1)tRK)tO.)
*0.1
,-GRSY(R(2)tRK)tO°)
PO.
,-GRSY(R(B),RK)tO.)
tO.
,-GRSY(R(4)tRK)tO.)
tOe
,GRSY(R(5)tRK)tO.)
tO.
,GRSY(R(6),RK)tO,)
toe
tGRSY(R(7)tRK)tO°)
tGRSY(R(8)tRK),O.)
t0.
K),GROTRX(K)tGRO7RY(K),GR15LX(K)t
8322
840
850
860
865
870
875
880
GR15LY(K)tGR15RX(K),GR15RY(K)tGR22LX(K)tGR22LYIK)gGR22RX(K)t
GR22RY(K)
FORMAT(/,12E10.3)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,865)
FORMAT(1H,3X,6HGR3OLXt4Xt6HGR3OLYt4Xt6HGR3ORXt4Xt6HGR3ORY)
DO 890 K=I,181
WRITE(6,880)GRBOLX(K)tGRBOLYIK),GRBORXIK),GRBORY(K)
FORMAT(/,12E]O.3)
G-6
8o0
900
905
9061
910
915
917
920
925
9261
93O
935
940
942
945
950
955
960
970
98O
985
9o0
995
997
I000
1005
I010
1015
1020
1025
1030
1035
1040
1042
1045
1050
1055
1060
1065
1070
1075
1080
1085
1087
1090
1095
II00
1105
III0
1115
1120
1125
1130
1132
1135
1140
1145
CONTINUE
WPiTE(6,o05)
FORMAT(li4,3X,4HD(1),6X,4HD(2),6X,4HD(3),6X_4HD(4),6X,4HD(5)P6X,
4HD(6) 96X_4HD(7)P6X_4HD(8))
DO 92n J=1,8
ID(J)= INT(360._P_R(J)/11.88)
RIDIJ):IDIJ)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,g30)RID(I},RID(2),RID(3},RID(4),RID(5)gRID(6),
RID(7),RID(A)
FORMAT(/,12E10.3)
WRITE(6,040)
FORMAT(]H,3X,6HGDO7LX94X,6HGPOTLY)
IDI:ID(1)
DO 985 J=I,IDI
RJ:J
GPO7LX(J)=AIGRSPX(R(1),RJ),-GRSPY(R(1),RJ),O.)
GPOTLY(J):BIGRSPXIR(1),RJ),O.)
WRITE(6,980)GPO7LXIJ),CPO7LY(J)
FORMAT(/,12EIO.3)
CONTINUE
WRITF(6,995 )
FOPMAT(]H,3X,6HGPO7RX,GX,6HGPOTRY)
IDS=ID(5)
DO 1030 J=l,IO5
RJ=J
GPO7RX(J)=A(GRSPX(R(5),RJ),GRSPY(R(5)_RJ),O.}
GPO7RY(J)=B(GRSPX(R(5),RJ),O.)
WRITE(6,lO25)GPO7RX(J),GPO7RY(J)
FORMAT(/,12ElO.3)
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,!O40)
FORMAT(1H,3X,6HGP15LX,4X,6HGP15LY)
ID2=ID(2)
DO ].075 J=l,rD2
RJ=J
GP15LX(J)=A(GRSPX(R(2),RJ),-GRSPY(R(2),RJ)_O.)
GP15LY(J)=B(GRSPX(R(2),RJ)_O.)
WRIT
FORM
CONT
WRIT
FORM
ID6=
DO 1
RJ=J
GPI5
GPI5
WRIT
FORM
CONT
WRIT
FORM
ID3=
DO 1
RJ=J
GP22
E(S,IOTO)GPI5LX(J),GnI5LY(J)
AT(/_I2EIO.3)
INUE
E(6,1085)
AT(1H,3X,6HGP15RX,4X,6HGP15RY)
ID(6)
120 J=I,ID6
RX(J):A(GRSPX(R(6),RJ),GRSPY(R(6)gRJ)_O.)
RY(J):B(GRSPX(R(6},RJ),O,)
E(6,1115)GP15RX(J),Gm15RY(J)
ATI/,12E10°?)
INUE
F(6.1130)
AT(1H,3X,6HGP22LXt4X,6HGP22LY)
ID(3)
]65 J:I,ID3
LX(J)=A(GRSPX(R(B),RJ),-GRSPY(R(3)_RJ)_O.)
G-7
1150
1155
!160
1165
1170
1175
1177
1180
1185
1190
1195
1200
1205
1210
1215
1220
1222
1225
1230
1235
1240
1245
1250
1255
1260
1265
1267
1270
1275
1280
1285
!290
1295
1300
2000
2005
2O20
2030
2040
2050
2060
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2500
3000
3100
GP22LY(J)=B(GRSPXIR(3),RJ),O,)
WRITE( 6,1160)GP22LX (J ),GP22LY (J)
FORMAT (/ t12E !0.3 )
CONT ]NUE
WRITE(6,1175)
FORMAT ( 1H, 3X, 6HGP22RX t4X 96HGR22RY )
IDT= i D( 7 )
DO 1210 J:I,ID7
RJ:J
GP22RX(J):A(G_SPX(R(7) _RJ) tGR_PYIR(7) _RJ) 1,0"_)
GP22RY(J) :B(GR_SPX(R(7) ,R j) ,0,)
WR ITE (6, ].205 )GP22RX (J ),Gr_22RY (J )'
FORMAT(/,12EIO,3) I I
CONT IN/;E
WP.[TF ( 69 ].22r))
FORVAT(1H,%X,6H.GP30..LXt4XI6HGP30LY)
ID4:ID(4)
DO 1255 J:I,TDC
Rj:.J
GP3OLX(J):A(SRSDX(R(4) ,R J) ,-GRSPY(R (4) tRJ) oO.)
GP3OLY(J) =8(GRSPX(R(4) ,R J) ,0,)
WR I TF (6,1250) GP'BOLX ', / ) , (3r_%OL.Y( J )
FORMAT( /, 12E10.3 )
CONT I NUE
WRITF(6t!265)
FORMAT(1H_,3X,6HGPmORX94X_6HGP30Ry)
IDS=ID(F_)
DO I_00 J=l,]b8
PJ=J
GP3ORX (J) =A(GRSPX( R( 8 , R J) _,GRSRY (R(.8) pRJ) _,0, )
GP3ORY ( J ) =B(GRSPX ( '_.( g _,RJ ) , (:9,)
WR ITE(6,1295)GP30RX (j ,GD!ORY(j)
FORMAT (/ , 12E]O .3 )
CON T INU E
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
STOP
END
PLOTE ( 19 • )
PL T (FWLSX ,FWSY, 9
PL T (FWRSX, FWSY, 9
PLT (WMLSX ,W_ISY, 9
PLT (WMRSX ,'A'MSY,9
PLT( PPLX, DPLY, 181 )
FLT (PPRX,PPLY 9181 )
PL T (GROTL X tGR 07L Y, 18 i
PLT (GR15LX tGR 15LY t 181
PLT GR22LX*GR22LY,181
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
PLT
GR3nLX
GRO7RX
GRI5RX
GR22RX
,GR3OLY,ISI
9GRO7RY,I81
,GRI5RY,181
,6R22RY,181
GR3ORX,GR3ORY,181
GCSX,GC5Y,181)
GCIhX,GCIOY,181)
GC2OX_GC20Y,181)
GC3NXgGC30YtI81)
GC3HX_GC3HYgI81)
PLOTE(15,)
G-8
$
CPL
I00
I01
I0
i0
I04
105
107
108
I09
109
Ii0
IIi
112
113
114
115
116
117
$
$
$
FORTRANDECK
SURROL!TINE PLT(XtY,N)
DIMENSION X(1),Y(I)
XMIN=-6,B5
XMAX=6.35
YMIN=O,
YMAX=IO,
DO 1150 I=I,N
IF(X(1).LT.XMIN.OR.X(1).GT.XMAX)GO TO
IF(Y(1).LT.YMIN.OR.Y(1).GT.YMAX) GO TO
IF(I.EQ.I)GO TO 1140
IF(X(I-I).LT.XMIN.OR.X(I-])oGT.XMAX)GO
IF(Y(i-I).LT.YMIN.OR.Y(I-I).GT.YMAX)GO
CALL SYMBOL(X(1),Y(II_I.E-3,0,O.,-2)
GO TO I150
CALL SYMBOL(X(I)gY(I)91,E-B,OIO,t-1)
CONT I NUE
RETURN
END
EXECUTE
LIMITS 04,30000o,100000
ENDJOR
1150
1150
TO I140
TO 1140
G-9
